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A model is described in which the hippocampal system functions as resource 
manager for the neocortex. This model is developed from an architectural concept 
for the brain as a whole within which the receptive fields of neocortical columns 
can gradually increase but with some limited exceptions tend not to decrease. The 
definition process for receptive fields is constrained so that they overlap as little as 
possible, and change as little as possible, but at least a minimum number of col-
umns detect their fields within every sensory input state. Below this minimum, the 
receptive fields of some columns are increased slightly until the minimum level is 
reached. The columns in which this increase occurs are selected by a competitive 
process in the hippocampal system that identifies those in which only a relatively 
small increase is required, and sends signals to those columns that trigger the in-
crease. These increases in receptive fields are the information record that forms 
the declarative memory of the input state. Episodic memory activates a set of col-
umns in which receptive fields increased simultaneously at some point in the past, 
and the hippocampal system is therefore the appropriate source for information 
guiding access to such memories. Semantic memory associates columns that are 
often active (with or without increases in receptive fields) simultaneously. Ini-
tially, the hippocampus can guide access to such memories on the basis of initial 
information recording, but to avoid corruption of the information needed for ongo-
ing resource management, access control shifts to other parts of the neocortex. The 
roles of the mammillary bodies, amygdala and anterior thalamic nucleus can be 
understood as modulating information recording in accordance with various be-
havioral priorities. During sleep, provisional physical connectivity is created that 
supports receptive field increases in the subsequent wake period, but previously 
created memories are not affected. This model matches a wide range of neuropsy-
chological observation better than alternative hippocampal models. The informa-
tion mechanisms required by the model are consistent with known brain anatomy 
and neuron physiology. 
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Introduction 

Since the observations of the combination of memory deficits observed in pa-
tients after surgical removal of parts of their hippocampal system [Scoville and 
Milner, 1957], there has been strong interest in the role of this structure in mem-
ory.  

However, these and subsequent observations demonstrated three dissociations 
which have presented challenges to understanding the actual role of the hippo-
campal system. One is that although there can be severe anterograde amnesia for 
both semantic and episodic memory, retrograde amnesia is stronger for episodic 
memory. The second is that speech capabilities, general intelligence, and previ-
ously acquired skills are unaffected, despite the memory deficits. The third is that 
although the ability to create new declarative (i.e. semantic and episodic) memo-
ries is strongly affected, a significant ability to learn sensorimotor skills and to 
perform repetition priming is retained. 

Furthermore, lesions to diencephalic structures such as the mammillary bodies 
and the anterior thalamic nuclei can generate similar combinations of deficits in 
the absence of damage to the hippocampal system. Thus damage to the mammil-
lary bodies of the hypothalamus can result in anterograde memory deficits [Ta-
naka et al 1997], damage to the anterior thalamic nuclei can result in both an-
terograde and retrograde amnesia [Caulo et al 2005], but again in such cases all 
other cognitive capabilities are unaffected. It has also been observed that the 
amygdala plays a role in enhancing the memory of emotional events [Phelps 
2006]. However, there is developing evidence that these structures have these ef-
fects through their action on the hippocampal system [Caulo et al 2005; Dolcos et 
al 2004], and should therefore be regarded as an integral part of that system. 

A wide range of functional roles has been proposed for the hippocampal system 
to account for the observed combination of deficits. Many of these models pro-
pose two component systems to account for the combination of global anterograde 
semantic and episodic amnesia with stronger retrograde episodic amnesia. Typi-
cally these models have a component supporting stimulus memory and a compo-
nent supporting episodic retrieval [e.g. Gluck et al, 2003], and argue that detailed 
stimulus information is initially registered in the hippocampal system and gradu-
ally transferred to long-term storage in the neocortex. The models in general have 
issues in providing an account for the full range of experimental observations 
[Cohen et al 1999], and do not provide any functional reason for the roles of the 
mammillary nuclei, anterior thalamic nuclei and amygdala other than speculation 
about possible redundancy [e.g. Graff-Radford 1990]. 

An alternative concept [Coward 1990; 2000; 2005a] is that the primary role of 
the hippocampal system is management of the information recording resources of 
the cortex. A major part of this role is determining at each point in time where in-
formation about current sensory inputs will be recorded in the neocortex, perform-
ing this function by managing a competition between all cortex areas to determine 
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the most appropriate combination of locations. A side effect of this function is that 
the hippocampal system acquires information about which cortex locations record 
information at the same time, information critical for episodic memory retrieval 
and navigation. Retrieval of semantic memory, on the basis of associations be-
tween cortex locations that are frequently active at the same time (not necessarily 
with information recording), can become independent of the hippocampal system. 
The role of sleep includes configuration of some neocortex resources to be as ap-
propriate as possible for recording information in the immediate future, using past 
experience (with a bias in favor of the most recent) as the best available estimate 
for future experience.  

As described in this paper, the resource management concept can be developed 
into a detailed model that provides an intuitively simple reason for the existence of 
the hippocampal system, eliminates the need for complex information transfers 
back and forth between neocortex and hippocampus, and provides straightforward 
reasons for the existence of the various dissociations. An integrated account can 
be provided for the roles of different parts of the hippocampal system, the anterior 
thalamic nuclei, the mammillary bodies and the amygdala in memory. High level 
functional processes can be mapped into known or plausible neuron processes, for 
example functional learning into long term potentiation (LTP). Finally, it includes 
a memory related role for sleep including dream sleep that is more consistent with 
experiment that the alternative memory consolidation models.  

Furthermore, there are system architectural arguments [Coward 2001] indicat-
ing that any system that must learn a complex combination of behaviours will tend 
to be constrained into an architectural form with separations between some spe-
cific subsystems. The constraints include a separation between one subsystem that 
records stimulus information, another that records response information, and a 
third that manages the resources of the stimulus recording subsystem, determining 
where new information will be recorded in response to a novel stimulus. The con-
straints require a new stimulus to be learned instantaneously (and relatively per-
manently) by slight expansions to the receptive fields of a small set of modules 
within the subsystem, but responses to those stimuli are learned gradually by con-
tinuous variation of behavioural weights assigned to the outputs from stimuli de-
tection modules. With the neocortex corresponding with the stimulus recording 
subsystem, cortical columns corresponding with stimuli detection modules, the 
thalamus and basal ganglia corresponding with the response recording subsystem, 
and the hippocampal system with the resource manager, the dissociations in dam-
age following hippocampal system damage can be understood, because although 
no new stimuli can be learned, the behavioral associations of existing stimuli are 
preserved and can continue to change. Knowledge acquired by the resource man-
ager about which columns recorded information at the same time can be used to 
reconstruct episodic memories, but not memories based on frequent simultaneous 
presence of different stimuli (i.e. semantic memories such as word meanings). 

This paper presents a detailed model of hippocampal functions based on the re-
source management concept. Firstly, a range of previous models for the role of the 
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hippocampus are described. Then the architectural constraints on complex learn-
ing systems (as described fully in Coward [2001]) and how they apply to the brain 
are outlined. The differences between the information models for semantic, epi-
sodic, priming and procedural memory that follow from the architectural con-
straints are described. Next, an overview of the relevant physiology of the hippo-
campal system is presented. The proposed resource management model is then 
described, including the roles of each structure in the hippocampal system, the 
roles of the participating hypothalamic, thalamic and amygdala nuclei, and the 
role of sleep including REM sleep. The way in which memory processing occurs 
as a sequence of detailed physiological steps is then described. The resource man-
agement model is used to provide an account for a range of experimental observa-
tions in human beings and various animal models, and comparisons are made with 
various alternative models. 

 

Models of Hippocampal System Function 

In 1957, Scoville and Milner reported on a striking combination of memory 
deficits that had followed surgical resection of the medial temporal lobes, includ-
ing substantial hippocampal damage, in three patients DC, HM and MB. In each 
case the patients appeared to have lost the ability to remember any events subse-
quent to their surgery, and memory of events for a period of time prior to surgery 
was also affected. However, general intelligence, conversation skills, perception 
and reasoning ability appeared unaffected. The details of the deficit in patient HM 
have been extensively investigated in the half century since than [Corkin 2002].  

The deficit in HM included global anterograde amnesia for declarative type 
memories: an inability to learn any new events, facts or words. There also ap-
peared to be a retrograde deficit for memory of events. In the 1957 paper it was 
remarked that in conversation with HM a couple of years after his operation, he 
reverted constantly to boyhood events and appeared to have a partial retrograde 
deficit "inasmuch as he did not remember the death of a favorite uncle three years 
previously...yet could recall some trivial events that had occurred just before his 
admission to the hospital". Later, HM was tested more formally using Crovitz's 
test, in which subjects are asked to relate a personally experienced event incorpo-
rating each of ten nouns. HM's memories were only of events earlier than 11 years 
prior to his operation, in striking contrast with normal controls [Sagar, Cohen, 
Corkin and Growdon 1985]. This apparent 11 year retrograde deficit in episodic 
memory contrasts with his retained semantic memory for word meanings learned 
in the same 11 year period [Kensinger, Ullman, and Corkin, 2001]. 

However, HM retained a significant ability to learn sensorimotor skills [Corkin, 
1968] and his repetition priming capability was normal [Milner, Corkin and 
Teuber, 1968].  
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Given the association of the hippocampus with navigation [e.g. Maguire et al 
2000], it is of interest that immediately after surgery, HM "could no longer ... find 
his way to the bathroom" and after moving to a new house a few blocks away on 
the same street he could not be trusted to find his way home alone [Scoville and 
Milner 1957]. His ability to recall spatial location was severely impaired [Smith 
1988]. However, after living in a new home (an 860 square foot bungalow) for 8 
years he was able to draw an accurate map of the location of the rooms and he re-
tained that capability three years after leaving that home [Corkin 2002]. 

The combination of (1) global anterograde amnesia for semantic and episodic 
memory, (2) the continued ability to learn simple motor skills and repetition prim-
ing, (3) retrograde amnesia for episodic memory covering limited time periods, 
but not for semantic memory or complex skills learned prior to onset of amnesia 
and (4) unaffected general intelligence etc. appears fairly typical of damage to the 
hippocampal region. There is, however, considerable variation in detail that will 
be discussed in later sections. This combination of deficits has presented a major 
problem for modelling the function of this region. A wide range of models has 
been proposed, but encounter difficulties in accounting for the exact combination 
of deficits that are exhibited. 

Tulving et al [1996] proposed that the role of the hippocampal system is deter-
mination of the novelty of a stimulus, and encoding of current incoming informa-
tion by frontal lobe cortical areas depends on the novelty of that information. This 
model does not address the apparent dissociation between semantic and episodic 
information in retrograde amnesia following hippocampal system damage. As 
pointed out in a review of models by Cohen et al [1999], issues with the model in-
clude observations in some cases of greater hippocampal activity for old vs. new 
items; other observations of differences in hippocampal activation when there was 
no difference in novelty; and yet other observations in which systematic variation 
in the degree of novelty produces no change in hippocampal activation. 

The simple consolidation model [e.g. Squire and Alvarez, 1995] was developed 
to explain the combination of global anterograde amnesia with retrograde amnesia 
covering a limited period of time. In this model, information is initially registered 
in the hippocampal system, and gradually transferred to long term storage in the 
neocortex. McClelland, McNaughton and O'Reilly [1995] argued that one value of 
gradual transfer is that it could reduce the interference between prior and later 
learning.  

This simple consolidation model was criticized by Nadel and Moscovitch 
[1997] for a number of reasons, including (1) that it does not account for the dif-
ferences in retrograde amnesia between episodic memories (generally the most se-
vere amnesia), personal semantic memories and semantic memories of public 
events and persons (less severe) and general semantic memory (least affected), 
and (2) that the retrograde amnesia period observed in some cases for autobio-
graphic memories implies that consolidation require the entire lifetime. 

Teyler and DiScenna [1986] proposed that the role of the hippocampus is to 
form an index of neocortical areas activated by each experienced event. Only the 
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location and temporal sequencing of activated cortical modules is encoded, there 
is no coding of any neuronal transformation of the event itself in the hippocampus. 
Reactivation of the indexed neocortical modules in the appropriate spatio-
temporal sequence simulates the original experience. If a new event activates only 
a fraction of the index of some past event, and the fraction exceeds a threshold, 
then the remainder of the index for the past event is activated, and this activates all 
the neocortical modules active during the event. Teyler and DiScenna suggested 
that the operation of the index could be regarded as a pattern matching function: 
the hippocampus continually and automatically tests each pattern of cortical acti-
vation to see if it matches previously stored patterns.  

Nadel and Moscovitch [1997] extended the memory indexing theory to provide 
an account for the dissociations between episodic and semantic memory. In their 
multiple trace theory, as in the memory indexing theory, the hippocampal complex 
rapidly encodes all information that is attended or consciously apprehended. The 
hippocampal record acts as a pointer to neocortical neurons that represent the in-
formation, and binds them into a coherent memory trace. The memory trace for an 
episode is thus the entire hippocampal-neocortical ensemble. The difference in the 
multiple trace theory is that reactivation of a trace results in creation of new traces, 
and for semantic information some traces can become independent of the hippo-
campus. Damage to the hippocampal system will affect a memory to a degree de-
pendent on the proportion of the traces for that memory that are damaged. Multi-
ple traces within the hippocampus and traces outside the hippocampus will reduce 
the effect of the damage. Another approach is to argue that incremental learning 
and storage and retrieval of episodic memories are performed by separate subsys-
tems of the hippocampal system. Gluck et al [2003] have claimed a synthesis of 
this type, with incremental learning supported by representational transformations 
in the input regions to the hippocampus (especially the entorhinal cortex), and the 
storage and recall of previously processed representations supported by the CA3 
and CA1 regions. 

Another two component model is that of Eichenbaum et al [1994]. These 
authors argue that the hippocampal system performs two sequential functions cor-
responding with anatomically separate structures. First, the hippocampal system 
can fully represent current sensory items (without relationships between them) in a 
memory buffer that can hold information for at least several minutes. Second, 
while these representations are held in the buffer, the hippocampal system com-
pares and relates them to other memory representations, creating relational repre-
sentations between the items and linking with any previously created relations in-
volving the items. They propose that the temporary storage of sensory 
representations occurs in the entorhinal, perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices, 
and the relational processing in the CA fields, dentate gyrus and subiculum. 

Lisman [1999] emphasized that a key characteristic of episodic memory is that 
sequences are recollected, and introduced a model in which memory sequences are 
recalled by a combined dentate-CA3 circuit. In this model, CA3 is a recurrent 
network that contains heteroassociative information making it possible for one 
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item in a memory sequence to recall the next item. Long chains of such recalls are 
liable to become increasingly noisy and error prone. To correct such a buildup of 
errors, the dentate gyrus is a second recurrent network that contains autoassocia-
tive information making it possible for one item in a memory sequence to recall it-
self with lower noise. In this model, the role of CA1 is to convert the CA3 output 
to a cortical representation, and to compare CA3 predictions of the next items in a 
sequence with actual sensory input derived more directly from the neocortex. As a 
rat moves through the place field of a hippocampal place cell, the cell fires with 
progressively earlier phase in successive cycles of theta activity [Skaggs et al 
1996]. Lisman [1999] suggested that this phase advance is the means by which 
memories of successive points in time are associated. This mechanism allows as-
sociation of events separated by less that about 100 milliseconds, and a buffering 
function (supported by neuron activity for many seconds after the stimulus is re-
moved) allows association of events with wider separations. Lisman's model is an 
ambitious attempt to link processes at molecular, cellular, network and behav-
ioural levels, but as Lisman points out, does not address how the information 
stored in the hippocampus is utilized by other brain networks. 

Hippocampal subregional information models 

As discussed in the previous section, Lisman [1999] argued that the dentate 
gyrus operates as an autoassociator, CA3 as a heteroassociator, and CA1 as a 
comparator. These information functions together operate to retrieve episodic 
memory sequences. 

Kesner et al [2004] extended the pattern matching paradigm introduced by Tey-
ler and DiScenna [1986] to attempt to understand the roles of different hippocam-
pal regions within the framework of consolidation type theories. They identified 
different types of information processing, including pattern separation, pattern as-
sociation, pattern completion, novelty detection, and memory (short, intermediate 
and long term). Pattern separation is the mechanism for separating partially over-
lapping patterns of activation so that one pattern can be retrieved separately from 
other patterns. Pattern association links patterns that are discontiguous in space or 
time [Wallenstein et al, 1998]. Pattern completion retrieves previously stored pat-
terns on the basis of partial inputs. 

Kesner et al [2004] review a range of experimental evidence to argue that dif-
ferent subregions within the hippocampal formation support different information 
processes. In particular, the dentate gyrus acts as a competitive network to reduce 
the redundancy of sensory inputs and produce sparse, orthogonal outputs. These 
outputs are used by CA3 to perform spatial pattern separation. CA3 supports spa-
tial pattern association, spatial pattern completion, short term memory and novelty 
detection. Outputs from CA3 are used to support temporal pattern separation in 
CA1. CA1 performs temporal pattern association, temporal pattern completion 
and intermediate term memory. 
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However, the way in which these information processes combine to support the 
memory phenomena as described by the higher level models has not been made 
fully clear. 

 

Architectural Model of the Brain 

As pointed out by Lisman [1999], a full theory of the hippocampus must link 
processes at molecular, cellular, network and behavioural levels. A critical ele-
ment in such a theory is some concept of what information processes the hippo-
campus contributes to the rest of the brain and to the neocortex in particular. Such 
a concept requires a system architecture of the brain as a whole.  

A general system architectural model of the brain called the recommendation 
architecture has been proposed by Coward [1990; 2001; 2005a], including theo-
retical arguments that any system which must learn a complex combination of be-
haviors with limited information handling resources will tend to be constrained 
into the forms of this model by a number of practical considerations. These con-
siderations include the need to limit resources, the need to learn without interfer-
ence with past learning, the need to recover from damage and failure, the need to 
construct the system itself without errors, the need for synchronicity or mainte-
nance of associations between the results of processing the same input state (i.e. 
information derived from the environment or other sources at the same time) by 
different parts of the system, and the need to use the same resources to simultane-
ously process input states from different times. These practical considerations 
generate interacting and conflicting pressures on system architecture, and some 
remarkably specific architectural requirements result from the need to find an ade-
quate compromise that satisfies these conflicting pressures. 

The general architectural form of the model is illustrated in figure 1. For a 
complex learning system, the greater the ratio of behaviors to resources, the more 
tightly the system will be confined within this architectural form [Coward 2001]. 
As illustrated in figure 1, there are a number of separations between subsystems 
which perform different types of information processes, and evidence from 
physiological structure, dissociations between different cognitive processes, and 
the deficits resulting from local damage has been offered [Coward 1990; 2000; 
2005a] to support the view that there is a correspondence between these subsys-
tems and the physiological structures of the mammal brain identified in the figure.  

The model makes it possible to create a hierarchy of causal descriptions of the 
same phenomenon at a number of different levels of detail, from physiological to 
psychological, in such a way that descriptions on one level can be mapped into de-
scriptions on other levels. Such a description hierarchy is essential for understand-
ing a complex phenomenon [Coward and Sun 2007].  

In the architectural form illustrated in figure 1, there is a primary separation be-
tween a modular hierarchy (called clustering) and a component hierarchy (called 
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competition). The difference between a module and a component is that compo-
nent inputs and outputs can only have simple behavioral meanings (i.e. recom-
mending performance of one behavior, or against performance of anything except 
one behavior). Module inputs and outputs can have complex behavioral meanings 
(i.e. recommending performance of many different behaviors, generally with dif-
ferent recommendation strengths) [Coward 2001; 2005a]. In the mammal brain the 
cortex corresponds with the clustering and the thalamus and basal ganglia corre-
spond with competition.  

Clustering defines and detects information conditions within the information 
available to the system, each module being programmed to detect a set of fairly 
similar conditions which define the receptive field of the module. An output from 
a module indicates the detection of a significant subset of its programmed condi-
tions, i.e. the detection of its receptive field. The term "feature" could perhaps be 
used instead of "information condition" or "module receptive field", but the impli-
cation of the word feature is that the information condition detected and resultant 
module output corresponds exactly with some simple cognitive feature. As dis-
cussed below, and in detail in Coward [1990; 2001], an information condition or 
module receptive field is a circumstance that is in general detected within many 
different cognitive features, the indicator of the difference between two cognitive 
features is the different (but partially overlapping) populations of conditions or re-
ceptive fields detected. 

The system information within which conditions are detected includes raw in-
formation about the state of the external environment and about the internal state 
of the system itself. Competition receives inputs indicating detections of various 
receptive fields (i.e. module outputs) and interprets each such input as a recom-
mendation in favour of many different behaviours, each with an individual weight. 
The total recommendation weights of each behaviour is determined, and competi-
tion drives the implementation of the behaviour with the largest current weight. 
Reward feedback modifies recommendation weights in competition but does not 
change condition definitions in clustering. 

The modular hierarchy 

A condition is ultimately defined by a set of raw system inputs and an associ-
ated state specified for each input in the set, and the condition occurs if a high 
proportion of its set of inputs is in the state specified for the condition. Conditions 
are defined on different levels of complexity, where the complexity of a condition 
is the number of raw inputs (including duplicates) that contribute to the condition, 
either directly or via intermediate conditions. Conditions on different levels of 
complexity (and the receptive fields which contain the conditions) may be more 
appropriate for recommending different types of behavior [Coward 2005a]. 
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Figure 1. The architectural form into which a system will tend to be constrained if it must learn a 
large number of different behaviors with limited resources is illustrated. The modular hierarchy 
defines and detects conditions within the information available to the system. Many condition 
detections flow to the component hierarchy where they are interpreted as recommendations in 
favor of a wide range of behaviors. Conditions are detected on different levels of complexity, 
with simpler conditions being generally (but not exclusively) more useful for recommending in-
formation flow behaviors, moderate complexity conditions for recommending selections of gen-
eral types of behavior, and high complexity conditions for recommending specific (e.g. motor) 
behaviors. The component hierarchy selects and implements the most strongly recommended be-
haviors, including behaviors that are information releases from one part of the modular hierarchy 
to another. Selection of, for example, a general type of behavior is effectively a selection of one 
information flow within the modular hierarchy over another. For efficiency reasons, most modu-
lar hierarchy information flow decisions are implemented through a single subsystem within the 
component hierarchy (the information flow manager), relevant selections by other parts of the 
component hierarchy are funneled through the information flow manager as illustrated. Reward 
feedback is managed by a separate subsystem. Such reward feedback acts upon the component 
hierarchy to change recommendation weights but cannot change condition definitions in the 
modular hierarchy. Decisions on where to record conditions in the modular hierarchy at each 
point in time are made by the resource manager on the basis of inputs from the modular hierar-
chy. Selection of a general type of behavior can be influenced by general circumstances via the 
behavior type probability manager. Such selections include influencing the rate of condition re-
cording. Special circumstances can also result in elevation of the rate of condition recording by 
the recording rate manager. The human brain structures corresponding with these subsystems are 
indicated in red [Coward 2005a and this paper].  

In physiological terms, a condition is a group of inputs to a pyramidal neuron 
that are integrated as a group before contributing to the potential injected into the 
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soma. Figure 2 illustrates this staged integration process. A condition programmed 
on an arm of the dendrite is present if enough action potentials arrive at the differ-
ent synapses defining the condition within a short enough period of time to exceed 
the threshold for injection of potential deeper into the dendrite. One neuron will be 
programmed with many such conditions, and will produce an output if a signifi-
cant proportion of its conditions are present. The receptive field of the neuron is 
specified by the group of conditions that it detects, and its output indicates the de-
tection of that receptive field.  

Pyramidal neurons in sensory areas in the neocortex detect relatively simple re-
ceptive fields, with complexity increasing in later sensory areas. Pyramidal neu-
rons in association areas detect even more complex conditions that are combina-
tions of receptive fields detected in the areas from which they derive their inputs. 
Cortical columns detect receptive fields defined by the receptive fields of their 
constituent pyramidal neurons. Cortical arrays detect at least a minimum number 
of columnar receptive fields on one level of complexity in every sensory input 
state. Cortical areas are made up of sequences of one or more arrays, with each ar-
ray detecting receptive fields on a different level of complexity but within the 
same input space. 

An important aspect of the evolution of receptive fields is that because one re-
ceptive field has many different behavioural meanings, changes to receptive fields 
must be tightly controlled to minimize interference with existing such meanings. 
Coward [2001; 2005a] has argued that a good first approximation is that receptive 
fields can expand (by addition of conditions) but cannot change or eliminate con-
ditions once they have been added.  

Two important qualifiers to this approximation are that changes to receptive 
fields can be reversed on very short and very long time frames with limited behav-
ioural risk. If a condition is added but does not occur again within a relatively 
short period of time, it could be eliminated. In other words, the receptive field of a 
pyramidal neuron could expand slightly, and if the expansion is detected again 
soon afterwards becomes permanent, otherwise relaxing again to its prior state. If 
a long period of time elapses during which a condition or group of conditions do 
not occur, then again the behavioural risk of eliminating the condition may be low. 
An extreme example is if there is a major change in sensory inputs which results 
in some inputs no longer occurring, such as the significant changes to receptive 
fields observed when the surface skin of two digits of an owl monkey are con-
nected [Clark et al 1988]. A rather different qualification is that in the early expe-
rience of the brain, condition detections may not yet be associated with behaviors. 
If these associations are not being created, then there can be greater freedom to 
change and eliminate conditions. This greater freedom may be important to heuris-
tically establishing an effective set of modules in early learning of infants [Coward 
2005a]. 

An implication of this restriction on change is that in general modular receptive 
fields cannot be evolved to correspond with features or categories of sensory ob-
jects. This is consistent with the observations of Tanaka [1993] that even in the in-
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ferotemporal cortex functionally associated with object recognition, pyramidal 
neuron and column receptive fields correspond with ambiguous shapes and not 
clear visual features. 

There are a number of considerations that can be used to define the circum-
stances in which receptive field expansion can occur. The first is that a reasonable 
range of recommendations is required in response to any input state in order to 
achieve a high integrity behavior. Because behavioral recommendations are also 
module outputs, this implies that at least a minimum number of modules (i.e. cor-
tical columns) must be producing outputs in response to every input state. If the 
number of columns producing outputs to the component hierarchy is low, expan-
sion of module receptive fields by recording of additional conditions will gener-
ally be required. An implication is that the degree of condition recording will be 
higher during novel experiences. A second consideration is that the conditions 
within one module must be similar, both for resource economy reasons and to en-
sure that the behavioral meaning of module outputs is not excessively diluted. A 
third consideration is that adequate discrimination must be achieved between input 
states with different behavioral implications: the populations of conditions de-
tected with such input states must be sufficiently different to adequately guide be-
havior. Although reward feedback cannot be used directly, there is a contradictory 
reward feedback mechanism that can be used to drive increases in resolution 
[Coward 2005a]. In this mechanism, if a similar group of columns generate out-
puts on a number of different occasions, these outputs result in the same behaviour 
being implemented, but the reward feedback following the behaviour is sometimes 
positive and sometimes negative, the implication is that the columns are not pro-
viding adequate discrimination. In this situation, additional discrimination could 
be provided (for instance, by causing two columnar output pyramidals with very 
similar receptive fields to diverge by forcing change to one of them). A fourth 
consideration is that the overall use of resources (i.e. neurons and connectivity) 
must not be excessive. 

One approach to guiding change is to expand the receptive field of a module if 
the module was not producing an output, provided that the current input state was 
fairly similar to past input states that resulted in a module output. Another ap-
proach is to limit expansions to modules with the greatest similarity between the 
current input state and past state which caused them to produce outputs. This sec-
ond approach means that the resultant module receptive fields are more orthogonal 
and therefore better able to discriminate between behaviourally different circum-
stances, but requires extensive communication between modules. As discussed 
later, both of these approaches are important. 

There are some conceptual similarities between column arrays and components 
in independent components analysis [Hyvärinen et al 1999], in the sense that ar-
rays decompose a sequence of input states into partially statistically independent 
"features" in an unsupervised manner. The critical difference is that independent 
components are calculated prior to use with a preselected set of sensory inputs, 
and do not change in response to actual sensory inputs. Columns constantly evolve 
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by addition of new conditions. This evolution means that columns are less rigor-
ously statistically independent, but new types of input states can be decomposed 
using an existing column array. 

The pyramidal neuron model 

The proposed leaky integrator model for a cortical pyramidal neuron is illus-
trated in figure 2. In this model, action potentials arriving at synapses inject poten-
tial into local regions (arms) of the dendrite. These postsynaptic potentials follow 
a rapid increase and slower decay cycle, and add together locally within each arm. 
If the total arm potential at some point in time exceeds a threshold, potential is in-
jected deeper into the dendrite. This potential also follows a rapid increase and 
slower decay cycle, and further integration within the dendritic tree and within the 
soma of the neuron determine whether the neuron will produce an output action 
potential. This type of staged integration across a dendritic tree appears to be 
physiologically plausible [Hausser and Mel 2003]. 

A condition is defined by inputs to one arm of the dendritic tree from pyrami-
dal neurons with simpler receptive fields (the condition defining inputs in figure 2) 
and their associated synaptic weights. The receptive field of the neuron is defined 
by the set of conditions programmed on its arms, and the neuron will detect its re-
ceptive field if a significant proportion of its conditions are detected (i.e. inject po-
tential deeper into the dendrite) within the integration time for the soma. The rate 
of action potential generation by the neuron indicates the degree of presence in the 
current input state of its receptive field. 

Expansion of the receptive field of a neuron can take place in two ways. One is 
by increases to some of the input synaptic strengths of an existing condition, the 
other is addition of a new condition with a somewhat different set of inputs from 
existing conditions. It would be impractical to create the connectivity needed to 
define a new condition at the instant the condition was required. Configuration of 
provisional conditions in advance is therefore required, and condition recording 
occurs by increases in some of the input synaptic strengths of the new condition. 

The mechanism by which synaptic strengths are increased is the LTP mecha-
nism described by Bi and Poo [1998]. If, within the integration time for the arm, 
action potentials arrive at a significant proportion of the condition defining inputs, 
the total postsynaptic potential could exceed the threshold for the arm. If the arm 
injects potential deeper into the dendrite, and if shortly afterwards the soma gener-
ates an action potential, a backpropagating action potential that only enters arms 
which have recently injected potential into the dendrite increases the weights of 
recently active synapses on such arms. This mechanism will cause the receptive 
field of the neuron to increase whenever the neuron produces an output. 

Such an unmanaged increase in receptive fields would reduce their behavioural 
value. There are several ways in which the increases can be managed more effec-
tively. Firstly, by limits to the weights of individual synapses to ensure that indi-
vidual synapses do not dominate a condition or individual conditions dominate a 
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receptive field. Secondly, by requiring that an increase will be reversed unless 
several increases to the same synapse occur within a short period of time, so that 
rarely occurring conditions are not recorded. Thirdly, by eliminating any synapses 
on an arm which are close to their initial value when most other synapses have 
reached their maximum. Fourthly, by providing condition recording management 
inputs as illustrated in figure 2, particularly to provisional conditions.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of a pyramidal neuron. There is separate integration of postsynap-
tic potentials on different arms of its dendrite. If the integration product within an arm exceeds a 
threshold, potential is injected further into the dendrite, and such injection from enough arms 
causes the soma to produce an action potential. The lower left arm does not have enough synap-
tic strengths in its condition defining inputs to inject potential. However, if its input exciting 
condition recording is active, the total potential in the arm can exceed the threshold. If shortly af-
terwards the neuron produces an action potential and there is also an action potential that back-
propagates into arms that have recently injected potential, the postsynaptic strengths will increase 
by the LTP mechanism. This increase will tend to enable the arm to inject potential in the future 
without activity from the input exciting condition recording, in other words, a condition has ef-
fectively been recorded. Inputs exciting condition recording will in general come from the hip-
pocampal system. 

For the provisional condition illustrated in figure 2, the total weight of the con-
dition defining synapses is in general too small to result in injection of potential 
deeper into the dendrite for further integration. However, if action potentials arrive 
at a significant proportion of the provisional condition defining inputs within the 
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integration time and in addition arrive at the condition recording management in-
puts, the total postsynaptic potential could exceed the threshold. If the arm injects 
potential deeper into the dendrite, and if shortly afterwards the soma generates an 
action potential, the LTP mechanism increases the weights of recently active syn-
apses on the arm. This increase means that the total synaptic strengths of those 
synapses would in future be enough to result in injection of potential from the arm 
into the dendrite independent of the state of the management inputs. In informa-
tion terms, a new condition has been recorded on the neuron. 

A fifth way to manage receptive field expansion uses inhibitory interneurons. If 
activity within a column is already at a high level, general internal inhibitory con-
nectivity (derived from devices that received inputs from a wide range of pyrami-
dal neurons within one layer of the column and generated inhibitory outputs) 
would prevent any further increase, effectively preventing recording. Such inhibi-
tory connectivity would be directed to the pyramidal somas and perhaps to indi-
vidual provisional conditions. 

The critical issue of what could be an appropriate source for condition record-
ing management inputs is discussed in the next section. 

Columns, arrays and management of receptive field expansions 

To understand the condition recording management process in more detail, 
consider the operation of the simple cortical column model illustrated in figure 3. 
Such columns are arranged in arrays, where the array is managed so that it detects 
at least a minimum number of columnar receptive fields at one level of condition 
complexity in all input states from a given input domain. 

 
Figure 3. Column structure which could manage the condition recording process. The column re-
cords conditions in the current input state if that state is adequately similar to past input states 
which generated column outputs (see text). There is a competition to determine the most appro-
priate columns to record information in response to each input state.  
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Receptive fields of pyramidal neurons in the top layer are defined as combina-
tions of receptive fields of columns in the array providing inputs to the column. 
Receptive fields of pyramidal neurons in the middle layer are combinations of re-
ceptive fields detected by pyramidal neurons in the top layer, and bottom layer re-
ceptive fields are combinations of middle layer fields. There is therefore a gradual 
increase in receptive field complexity from top to bottom, with bottom layer 
pyramidals providing column outputs to the next array.  

This increase in receptive field complexity means that pyramidal neurons in the 
top or middle layer could detect their receptive fields even if there were no such 
detections in the bottom output layer. However, the input state within which the 
middle layer detections occurred would have to have significant similarity to past 
input states which actually generated detections in the bottom layer. Hence if the 
receptive fields of some columns within an array must be expanded to reach the 
minimum required level of columns generating outputs, a high degree of pyrami-
dal activity in the middle layer of one of the columns is a reasonable indicator that 
the needed expansion in its receptive field would be small. 

To provide the condition recording management inputs discussed in the previ-
ous section, there is therefore a requirement for a process that can identify the col-
umns with the greatest middle layer activity, and provide the pyramidals in those 
columns with the management signals. Such condition recording management 
connectivity could in principle be derived locally: excitatory connectivity from 
within the column, inhibitory from all peer columns. This local approach requires 
considerable (all-to-all) inter-column connectivity resources. Condition recording 
management that is equivalent in an information model sense could be performed 
with much less connectivity resource if every column was reciprocally connected 
to a global resource manager. This manager would perform a competition function 
to select columns to record information and generate outputs to devices in those 
columns to excite such recording. Local inhibitory connectivity would be required 
to limit internal column activity. Short range inhibitory connectivity could also 
implement local competition between columns with similar receptive fields to im-
prove discrimination. 

Such a global resource manager could also make use of information on which 
columns had expanded their receptive fields at similar times in the past to improve 
the selection of current columns. As discussed below, this global management 
function is proposed in this paper as the primary role of the hippocampal system. 

At the start of sensory experience, there is a need to bootstrap receptive fields. 
If there were no column activity at this initial point, there would be no hippocam-
pal activity and therefore no condition recording management inputs. Initially, 
therefore, receptive fields must be defined randomly (with some genetically im-
posed bases) and expand only on the basis of internal similarity until enough col-
umn activity is generated for the management process. Provisional conditions in 
the very early stages must therefore have enough condition defining input weight 
to lead to initial neuron activation without condition recording management in-
puts. 
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Configuration of Provisional Conditions 

Provisional conditions could be defined by random selection of their constitu-
ent conditions. However, placing a statistical bias on the selection process can in-
crease the probable usefulness of provisional conditions. This bias is in favor of 
constituent conditions that have often been present in the past at the same time as 
each other and at a time when the target neuron has been detecting other condi-
tions.  

Such a bias is using past experience to estimate the type of conditions that are 
most likely to be needed in the future. The recent past is a particularly relevant 
guide. A simple way to achieve such a bias is to take the system off-line, and per-
form a rapid rerun of a sample of past activity. Provisional condition connectivity 
would then be created between axons indicating the presence of possible constitu-
ent conditions and target neurons being programmed with provisional conditions if 
input axons and target neurons were often active at the same time. Coward [1990] 
suggested that a primary role of REM sleep was to perform this partial rerun proc-
ess. A central resource manager has a natural access to the type of information 
needed to guide this rerun process. 

Behavioral Specialization of Areas 

For maximum resource economy, a cortical array at a given level of complexity 
would support all possible types of behavior. However, if there were two impor-
tant types of behavior for which the receptive fields at the same level of complex-
ity that provided the best discrimination were different, the behavioral advantages 
of separate parallel arrays might outweigh the resource costs. In general this 
would occur for a limited range of receptive field complexities and for a limited 
range of behavioral types. Columns in one array would tend to recommend only 
one type of behavior, in a parallel array only a second type of behavior and so on. 
For example, Coward [1990] suggested that separate arrays on some levels of 
complexity might exist for major behavioral types such as aggressive, fearful, and 
food seeking. Given such separation, the arrays could be optimized for their dif-
ferent behavior types [Coward 2005a]. 

One side effect of this behavioral parallelism is that detection of general condi-
tions indicating the appropriateness of a type of behavior could be used to bias the 
brain towards that behavioral type, for example low blood sugar could favor ar-
rays generating food seeking behaviors. Such favoring could include preferential 
condition recording within the arrays targeted at the behavior type. 

The component hierarchy 

As described in Coward [2001; 2005a], the component hierarchy (thalamus and 
basal ganglia) is made up of components corresponding with different behaviours 
and types of behaviour. It receives indications of the presence of the conditions 
currently being detected by the modules in the modular hierarchy (cortical col-
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umns) and interprets each such indication as a recommendation in favor of a range 
of different behaviors, each recommendation having a specific weight. These rec-
ommendations are instantiated by the connection weights of column outputs into 
the appropriate components.  

The component hierarchy determines the behavior with the largest total weight 
across all currently detected conditions using inhibitive connectivity between 
components and implements that behavior. 

Components in the hierarchy correspond with individual behaviours or types of 
behaviours. The hierarchy must determine that one and only one behaviour (or 
perhaps a consistent set of behaviours) is selected in response to each input state, 
and that reward feedback is applied appropriately. 

Coward [1990, 2000] suggested that there must be a competition between com-
ponents corresponding with all behaviours, modulated so that there is one and 
only one "winner" producing an output, and offered evidence that the basal gan-
glia was the primary site for these processes. In this model, as illustrated in figure 
4, different components of the striatum correspond with different behaviours. Each 
component has a D1 and D2 section. The direct pathway from a striatum compo-
nent D1 section to the GPi and SNr excite the behaviour corresponding with the 
component. If the resultant degree of excitation is either too high or too low (i.e. 
either multiple or no behaviour being selected), the substantia nigra pars compacta  
indirect pathway modulates the D2 section of the component to increase or de-
crease the general excitation in GPi and SNr until one and only one behaviour is 
selected. This selection is communicated through the thalamus back to the cortex, 
resulting in release of cortical outputs to drive the selected behaviour. 

Reward feedback following a behavior affects the weights of recently active 
connections within the components corresponding with recently implemented be-
haviors. If the reward is positive, excitatory weights in those components are in-
creased and inhibitory weights decreased, and vice versa if the reward is negative. 
The effect of a reward is therefore to modulate the probability of the same behav-
iors being selected in similar circumstances in the future. As illustrated in figure 5, 
information indicating that a reward is appropriate could come from different 
sources corresponding with different types of situation: general (e.g. social) cir-
cumstances from the orbitofrontal cortex, emotional from the amygdala, and pain 
from the ventral tegmental area. These sources are integrated in the nucleus ac-
cumbens, which then drives changes to recommendation weights in the GPi and 
SNr. 

In this competition system model, the thalamus gates the flow of information 
within the cortex, and the basal ganglia act by influencing the thalamus. Coward 
[2005a] has argued that the thalamus manages internal flows of information within 
the cortex, mainly on the basis of the recommendation strengths of cortical inputs 
directly to the thalamus, but modulated by basal ganglia inputs. For example, the 
basal ganglia could determine the general type of information flow (e.g. which 
cortical areas send outputs to which other areas), while the thalamus would deter-
mine the exact set of columns that provide those outputs. 
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Figure 4. Basal ganglia and thalamus structures [Albin et al 1989, Alexander et al 1986] interpre-
tated in terms of the information role of selecting behaviours most strongly recommended by the 
cortex. As illustrated in A, spiny neurons in the striatum receive excitatory inputs from the cor-
tex. There are two populations of spiny neurons in the striatum. One population (D1) directly in-
hibits two similar structures, the globus pallidus internal segment (GPe) and the substantia nigra 
pars reticula (SNr). The other population (D2) indirectly excites the same two structures via in-
termediate structures, the globus pallidus internal segment (GPi) and the subthalamic nucleus 
(STN). GPi and SNr generate tonic inhibitive outputs to the thalamus, the direct path reduces 
thalamic inhibition, the indirect path increases it. The thalamus receives strong excitatory input 
from the neocortex, and returns excitatory outputs to the same cortical areas from which the in-
puts were received. The thalamus provides these outputs to the cortex only if the tonic GPi and 
SNr inhibitive outputs are reduced by striatal D1 activity. A further path goes from the substantia 
nigra pars compacta (SNc) back to the striatum. SNc is closely associated with GPi and SNr. The 
return path has different effects on the D1 and D2 populations. These structures are interpreted in 
terms of the information model in B. Two components corresponding with different behaviours 
are illustrated. The observed patch and matrix structure in the striatum [Goldman-Rakic 1982] 
may reflect this component structure. Each component has segments in the striatum, in GPi and 
SNr, and in the thalamus. The same cortical inputs are available to both the D1 and D2 of one 
component. These inputs have weights that can be interpreted as recommendations in favour of 
the behaviour corresponding with the component. Outputs from D1 within a component can also 
be interpreted as recommendations in favour of the component behaviour, while outputs from D2 
target other components and can be interpreted as recommendations against any behaviour other 
than the component behaviour. A behaviour is implemented by outputs from the thalamus that 
result in release of internal cortical activity either to other cortical regions or to the cerebellum, 
brain stem and spinal cord to drive motor behaviour. If many behaviours are strongly recom-
mended, the SNc detects a high level of activity in GPi and SNr across all components, and in-
creases D2 activity relative to D1 in all components until only one component has strong GPi 
and SNr activity. If GPi and SNr overall activity is too low, the implication is that no behaviour 
is currently recommended, and SNc increases D1 activity relative to D2 until activity in GPi and 
SNr supports a behaviour implementation.  
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Components in the basal ganglia correspond with basic motor movements and 

internal cortical activation actions. However, there is also a requirement to learn 
and perform effectively many complex sequences of such basic movements and 
actions. Examples of sequences of motor movements include the sequences of mo-
tor movements required to utter words or phrases, or to perform skilled finger ma-
nipulations for typing or playing the piano. Examples of sequences of internal cor-
tical activation actions include speech generation and generation of episodic 
memories. 

 
Figure 5. Interpretation of the nucleus accumbens and associated structures in terms of the in-
formation role of modulating recommendation weights of recently selected behaviours. The nu-
cleus accumbens has been associated with positive rewards [Kelley 1999] and negative rewards 
[Schoenbaum 2003]. The nucleus accumbens receives strong inputs from the orbitofrontal cortex 
and the basolateral amygdala [McDonald, 1991; Haber et al 1995], and from the ventral tegmen-
tal area [Sesack and Carr 2002]. The nucleus accumbens projects strongly to the globus pallidus 
and substantia nigra [Nauta et al 1978]. In terms of the information model, the orbitofrontal cor-
tex provides inputs  correlating with general circumstances in which rewards are appropriate (e.g. 
detection of social signals). The amygdala provides inputs correlating with somewhat more spe-
cific circumstances, and the ventral tegmental area provides inputs correlating with very specific 
circumstances (e.g. perception of pain). The nucleus accumbens integrates these inputs and pro-
vides signals that modulate the connection weights of inputs to GPi and SNr that have recently 
resulted in the selection of a behaviour,  

There is therefore a requirement for a subsystem which can learn to perform 
such sequences. Such a subsystem makes it possible to recommend, select and re-
ward such behavioural sequences as a whole, making it less likely that their per-
formance will be inappropriately interrupted, and Coward  [2005a] has proposed 
that the cerebellum performs this function in the mammal brain. If invoked, such a 
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sequence component biases each individual behavioral component (located in the 
basal ganglia or thalamus) in turn. The effect of biasing the first component is that 
the weights of currently active cortical columns in favour of the corresponding be-
haviour are favoured, and if there is a reasonable level of such weight the behav-
iour will tend to be implemented. Once the first behaviour has been performed, the 
component corresponding with the second behaviour is biased and so on. The be-
haviour sequence will therefore proceed only if there is enough total recommenda-
tion weight of the appropriate type in the active column population, but there will 
be a tendency to hold off from other behaviours until such a total is present. Dam-
age to such a subsystem will not remove the ability to perform behaviours, be-
cause the individual behavioural components are driven directly by cortical out-
puts. However, such damage would result in problems with detailed coordination. 
This type of problem is a typical result of damage to the cerebellum [Gilman et al 
1981]. 

Indirect activation behaviours will also benefit from this coordination function. 
One example is the sequence of activation behaviours for activating episodic 
memories as described in the next section. Many such indirect activation se-
quences will be needed to support different types of cognition, and as expected for 
this model, the cerebellum appears to have a role in language and cognitive func-
tions [Liener et al 1993]. 

Memory and indirect activation of information 

The relatively permanent recording of information in cortex columns makes a 
number of information activation mechanisms behaviorally useful. Suppose that a 
set of columns is producing outputs because they are detecting conditions within 
current sensory inputs. There may be other columns that are currently inactive but 
which may have recommendation strengths relevant to the current circumstances. 
For example, if a column is inactive but has recently been active at the same time 
as many currently active columns, or has often been active in the past at the same 
time as many currently active columns, or has recorded conditions in the past at 
the same time as many currently active columns, it may have relevant 
recommendation strengths.  

A column may therefore have recommendation strengths in favor of activation 
of other columns on the basis of temporally correlated past activity. Such a capa-
bility makes it possible to expand the information available to guide behavior be-
yond that present within current sensory inputs. As discussed in Coward [2005a; 
2005b], indirect activation on the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity 
makes semantic memory possible, activation on the basis of simultaneous past re-
cording supports episodic memory, and activation on the basis of recent activity 
supports priming.  

In the case of semantic memory, hearing a particular word (e.g. "bird") acti-
vates a fairly consistent set of auditory columns, while seeing different instances 
of a category of objects (e.g. different types of bird) activates different sets of vis-
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ual columns with a fair amount of overlap on some levels of condition complexity 
because of visual similarity. The auditory columns will therefore often be active at 
the same time as a frequently occurring subset of the visual columns. Hearing the 
word "bird" will therefore (on the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity) 
generate a visual activation at some levels of condition complexity as if an “aver-
age” bird were being seen. Conditions close to visual inputs will not be active, so 
there will not be a visual hallucination. 

In the case of episodic memory, during an experience there will be some degree 
of condition recording in a range of columns that may be otherwise relatively un-
related. The degree of condition recording will be particularly high during an ex-
perience with a significant degree of novelty. Subsequently, activation on the basis 
of past temporally correlated condition recording could partially reconstruct the 
pattern of column activation during the experience, resulting in an episodic recol-
lection. As an example, consider episodic memory of watching news of the first 
Bali Bombing (as discussed in Coward [2005a]). At the time of the original expe-
rience, there would have been considerable novelty in the sensory experience, and 
therefore considerable information recording in the columns active at the time. If 
later the words "Bali" and "bombing" were heard, they would generate activity on 
the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity of the auditory and visual columns. 
There might be some overlap with the population active during the earlier experi-
ence, but probably not enough to support verbal recall. However, if this active 
population were evolved on the basis of past simultaneous condition recording, it 
would tend to move towards an approximation to the population active at the time 
of the original experience, in other words an episodic recollection. Evolution on 
the basis of recording shortly after the current population makes it possible to 
move through the experience. 

Viewed from this perspective, navigation is closely related to episodic memory, 
since it depends on learning what visual experiences come at the same time and 
after other visual experiences, based on prior visual experience. 

A resource manager function that selected the columns to record conditions at 
each point in time would have a natural access to the information required to acti-
vate columns in the future on the basis of temporally correlated condition record-
ing, but no such natural access to information required to activate on the basis of 
frequent simultaneous past activity. Such a resource manager can therefore be ex-
pected to play a role in creation of both episodic and semantic memories, but long 
term only in access to episodic memories. For example, when a category name is 
first learned, the link between the word and the visual information that defines its 
meaning would be on the basis of simultaneous auditory and visual information 
recording. Once the word has been used a number of times, the basis of the link 
will shift to frequent past simultaneous activity of that information. 

In the case of procedural memory, information is recorded in the receptive 
fields of columns and in the recommendation weights of those columns into the 
thalamus and basal ganglia. Access to previously learned skills requires activation 
of the relevant columns and interpretation of column outputs as recommendations 
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in the thalamus and basal ganglia. Because skills are learned by a process of repe-
tition, there may be a requirement for indirect activation on the basis of frequent 
past simultaneous activity, but not for indirect activation on the basis of past si-
multaneous recording. A new simple skill in a familiar motor domain could possi-
bly be learned by changes to column recommendation weights alone, but learning 
a more complex skill would also require changes to column receptive fields.  

Resource Management Function 

The brain model proposed on system theoretical grounds thus has a require-
ment for a resource management function with a number of primary roles. One 
role is to assign cortex condition recording resources, including additional provi-
sional conditions to devices, additional device resources to columns and additional 
columns to arrays etc. A second role is to manage the configuration of the re-
sources by ensuring that assigned resources have connectivity to and from the ap-
propriate targets and input sources. A third role is to determine which columns 
will record conditions at each point in time. This third role includes biasing condi-
tion recording towards arrays generating recommendations in favor of currently 
selected general behavior types and to increase the degree of condition recording 
in circumstances determined to be critical. 

In this resource management model, the hippocampal system receives inputs 
indicating the degree of internal activity within each cortical column. However, 
there is another source of information which could be used to improve the selec-
tion of the most appropriate columns. Suppose that there is some set of columns 
that have often expanded their receptive fields at the same time in the past. Sup-
pose further that a large proportion of the set is indicating that receptive field ex-
pansion is appropriate, In such a situation, expansion of the receptive fields of the 
other columns in the set could be appropriate, even if their degree of internal ac-
tivity is a little smaller. An approach making use of both current activity and aver-
aged past activity can therefore improve recording management. 

The resource management has a natural access to information needed to per-
form a number of secondary roles. One is the support of episodic memory, but not 
semantic memory. A second is the detection of the degree of novelty in a situation 
(indicated by the overall demand for condition recording. 

 

Anatomy of the Hippocampal System 

For the purposes of this paper, the hippocampal system will be defined to in-
clude the CA fields (CA1, CA2 and CA3), the dentate gyrus, the subicular com-
plex (subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum), and the entorhinal, perirhinal 
and parahippocampal cortices. Another widely used term for this hippocampal 
system is the medial temporal lobe. The CA fields plus the dentate gyrus will be 
labeled the hippocampal formation. The discussion in this section will draw 
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largely on work with monkeys, but work on rats and rabbits will be cited in some 
cases. There appear to be strong anatomical similarities between hippocampal sys-
tem structures in different mammals. The CA fields contain a single layer of py-
ramidal cells, in contrast with the neocortex which contains three major layers of 
pyramidal cells. The subiculum, located physically between the CA fields and the 
entorhinal cortex and the CA fields, is a transition zone in terms of numbers of 
layers. The primary cell types in the dentate gyrus are granule and mossy cells, 
both generally excitatory. Inhibitory interneurons are present in all the structures. 

 
Figure 6. Neocortical sources of afferent projections to the hippocampal system. Based on Lave-
nex, Suzuki and Amaral 2004; Insausti and Amaral 2004; Brown and Aggleton 2001; Lavenex 
and Amaral 2000; Suzuki and Eichenbaum 2000; and Suzuki 1996. Percentages indicate relative 
volume of different sources of input to the entorhinal cortex [Suzuki 1996]. Weaker connectivity 
from the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices and from some polymodal areas directly into 
CA1 [Suzuki and Amaral, 1990] and also into the subicular complex [e.g. Naber, Witter and 
Lopes da Silva 1999] is not illustrated. 

As illustrated in figure 6, the extensive connectivity from the neocortex into the 
hippocampal system is organized hierarchically [Lavenex and Amaral 2000]. In-
puts from unimodal areas are directed to the perirhinal and parahippocampal corti-
ces. Outputs from these cortices target the entorhinal cortex, along with outputs 
from a number of other polymodal cortical areas. Outputs from the entorhinal cor-
tex target the hippocampal formation. There is a high degree of reciprocity in this 
connectivity. For example, projections from the parahippocampal and perirhinal 
cortices largely reciprocate the projections from the neocortex to the parahippo-
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campal and entorhinal cortices. There is some lower degree of connectivity (not il-
lustrated in figure 6) from the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices and from 
some polymodal areas directly into CA1 [Suzuki and Amaral, 1990]. There is 
connectivity from CA1 directly back to those cortices. There is also some lower 
degree of connectivity (again, not illustrated in figure 6) from similar cortical ar-
eas directly into the subicular complex [e.g. Naber, Witter and Lopes da Silva 
1999]. 

 
 

Figure 7. Major connectivity within the hippocampal formation and between the hippocampal 
formation and the entorhinal cortex. Also shown is the connectivity between the hippocampal 
formation and subcortical structures that have a role in declarative memory as demonstrated by 
the effects of damage to the structures in human patients: the amygdala, anterior thalamic nuclei, 
and mammillary bodies of the hypothalamus. Cortical information reaches all of the substruc-
tures of the hippocampal formation via the entorhinal cortex. Most return information to the neo-
cortex proceeds via the entorhinal cortex, although there is a small proportion directly from CA1. 
The anterior thalamus receives outputs from the subicular complex and target the entorhinal cor-
tex, the subicular complex and CA1. The amygdala receives inputs from the subicular complex 
and the entorhinal cortex and targets the same structures (different layers in the case of the en-
torhinal cortex). The mammillary bodies receive inputs from the subicular complex and target 
the anterior thalamus, and also target (via the supramammillary area) both CA2 and the dentate 
gyrus. 

The major flows of information into and out of the hippocampal formation are 
illustrated in figure 7. Inputs from the wide range of cortical areas illustrated in 
figure 6 enter pyramidal layer II of the entorhinal cortex. Outputs from layer II 
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target the dentate gyrus and the CA fields via the perforant path. There is also flow 
of connectivity from layer III of the entorhinal cortex to CA1. Most of the output 
from the hippocampal formation to the cortex goes from the subicular complex to 
layers V and VI of the entorhinal cortex, and from there to the cortical areas that 
provided input to the hippocampal system. The major exchange of information 
with the hypothalamus (mammillary bodies) and thalamus is also illustrated.  

Information flows within the hippocampal formation and between that forma-
tion and the entorhinal cortex, the amygdala, the thalamus, and the mammillary 
bodies and surrounding supra-mammillary area of the hypothalamus are also illus-
trated in figure 7. The three subcortical structures have been selected because, as 
discussed earlier, damage to these structures has been associated with memory 
deficits in human patients. 

There is strong connectivity from CA3 pyramidals to CA1 pyramidals, from 
CA1 to the subicular complex, and from CA1 and the subicular complex to the 
deep layers of the entorhinal cortex [Lavenex and Amaral 2000].  

From the deep layers of the entorhinal cortex information flows back to the 
wide range of cortical areas that provided input. There is a much smaller flow of 
information directly from CA1 to external cortical areas as discussed earlier. 

There is very prominent internal feedback in CA3. A typical CA3 pyramidal 
cell in the rat has about 3,600 excitatory inputs from the perforant path, but 12,000 
excitatory inputs from other CA3 pyramidals [Amaral, Ishizuka and Claiborne, 
1990]. It also has about 50 excitatory inputs directly from the dentate gyrus, but 
strong inhibitory inputs from interneurons that are much more heavily targeted by 
dentate gyrus outputs [Acsady et al 1998]. 

Outputs from layer II of the entorhinal cortex target the dentate gyrus and all 
the CA fields, and outputs from the somewhat deeper entorhinal layer III target 
only CA1 and the subicular complex [Insausti and Amaral 2004]. There is a pro-
nounced flow of information from the (excitatory) granule cells of the dentate 
gyrus to both CA3 pyramidal neurons and inhibitory interneurons, with a typical 
granule cell innervating 11-15 CA3 pyramidal cells (in the rat hippocampus) and a 
much larger number of CA3 inhibitory interneurons [Acsady et al 1998]. There is 
some evidence for direct inhibitory (GABA) effects by granule cells on CA3 py-
ramidal neurons [Walker et al 2001]. Overall, it is possible to interpret the effect 
of a dentate gyrus granule cell as "communicating with a handful of CA3 pyrami-
dal cells while silencing most others" [Mody, 2002].  

CA3 pyramidal neurons extensively target CA1 pyramidals. A single CA3 py-
ramidal cell may contact CA1 cells throughout 75% of the length of the hippo-
campus [Lavenex and Amaral 2000], and CA2 pyramidals target CA1 pyramidals 
[Tamamaki et al 1988]. However, CA1 does not have the extensive internal feed-
back observed in CA3. 

There is also very strong internal feedback within the dentate gyrus [Buckmas-
ter and Schwartzkroin, 1994]. Granule cells excite mossy cells in the hilar region, 
and the mossy cells make excitatory connections back on to granule cells. As indi-
cated earlier, granule cells have two types of target within CA3 [Acsady et al, 
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1998]. Firstly, they make excitatory contacts on to the apical dendrites of a rela-
tively small number of pyramidal cells. These contacts are to specific structures 
known as thorny excrescences. Secondly, they make excitatory contacts on to a 
wider range of CA3 interneurons, which in turn make inhibitory contacts on to 
CA3 pyramidals. Overall, the net general effect of the dentate gyrus on CA3 is in-
hibitory [Bragin et al, 1995]. CA3 pyramidal cells have axon branches that pro-
duce excitatory feedback to the dentate network, exciting mossy cells in the hilus, 
which in turn excite granule cells. [Ishizuka et al, 1990; Muller and Misgeld, 
1991; Penttonen et al, 1997]. 

There are therefore two excitatory recurrent circuits, one in CA3 and the other 
in the dentate gyrus, with reciprocal connectivity between them [Lisman, 1999]. 

The amygdala provides inputs to the subicular complex and to layer III of the 
entorhinal cortex. The subicular complex and layers V/VI of the entorhinal cortex 
provide connectivity back to the amygdala. [Insausti and Amaral 2004]. 

The anterior thalamus receives inputs from the subicular complex via the 
fornix, and projects back to CA1 [Wyss et al 1979; Bayat et al 2005], and to the 
subicular complex and layer V/VI of the entorhinal cortex [Shibata 1993]. 

The mammillary bodies receive a strong connectivity from the subicular com-
plex [Allen and Hopkins, 1989], and project strongly to the anterior thalamic nu-
clei over the mammillothalamic tract. The associated supramammillary area has a 
substantial projection to CA2 pyramidals and dentate gyrus granule cells [Veazey, 
Amaral, and Cowan, 1982].  

 

Hippocampal System Model 

The primary role of the hippocampal system in the resource management 
model is to select the cortical columns that will record information at each point in 
time. It performs this role by (i) collecting information on the degree of internal 
activity in each cortical column, (ii) processing this information to determine the 
relative activity of different (partially overlapping) groups of columns that have 
tended to record information at similar times in the past, (iii) performing a compe-
tition between the groups to determine the appropriate locations for recording, and 
(iv) generating outputs to pyramidal neurons in appropriate columns that drive the 
recording.  

Various structures including the thalamus, hypothalamus and amygdala act 
upon the hippocampal system to modulate the selection of the appropriate cortical 
columns and the overall degree of condition recording. The amygdala increases 
the degree of condition recording above the base level in strongly emotional cir-
cumstances. In information terms, this reflects the probability that such circum-
stances may be more useful than average for guiding future behaviour, justifying 
extra information recording. The hypothalamus biases information recording in 
favour of cortical areas that tend to generate recommendations in favour of differ-
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ent general types of behaviour (aggressive, food seeking etc.). The bias is one way 
in which the probability of selection of a behaviour of the type is increased. The 
thalamus receives inputs from cortical columns that are interpreted as recommen-
dations in favour of condition recording, with the weights depending upon reward 
feedback following such recording in different past experiences, and modulates 
the outputs from the hippocampus on this basis. All of these biases are imple-
mented by changing the activity of pyramidal neurons generating condition re-
cording management signals at some appropriate point within the hippocampal 
system. 

The primary hippocampal role results in the collection of information that 
makes the hippocampal system useful for a number of secondary roles. One such 
secondary role is providing information about groups of columns that have re-
corded information at the same time in the past, to permit indirect activation of 
columns on this basis. This type of indirect activation is the mechanism for access-
ing episodic memories.  

Another secondary role is supporting navigation. For every physical location, 
visual similarity means that a particular group of neocortical columns will have 
recorded conditions the first time the location was visited and will tend to record 
additional conditions whenever there is a novel experience while at the location. 
There will therefore tend to be cells in all parts of the hippocampus that corre-
spond with different specific locations. These cells can contribute to solving navi-
gation problems. 

A further secondary role of the hippocampal system could be providing an in-
dication of the novelty of an experience, on the basis of the overall demand for 
condition recording. 

The hippocampal system also has natural access to information about which 
columns have recently recorded information, and therefore where additional re-
sources could be required. Hence it plays a role in the assignment of such re-
sources. Its information about which columns have recorded information at the 
same time as other columns is relevant to configuring those resources by creating 
appropriate provisional conditions. 

As discussed earlier, a column can expand its receptive field if conditions are 
present within current cortical information that are similar enough to previously 
recorded conditions to avoid excessive dilution of the behavioral meanings of col-
umn outputs. "Similar enough" means that the column has produced outputs in the 
past in response to moderately similar cortical information. A significant level of 
internal column activity indicates such moderate similarity. Condition recording 
will be discouraged if there is already significant output from a column. Such dis-
couragement is on the basis of activity within the same column, and could be im-
plemented by local inhibitive connectivity. 

To minimize dilution of behavioral meanings, condition recording should occur 
only in enough columns to meet the minimum required total column activity (i.e. 
the level at which there is an adequate range of behavioural recommendations to 
support a high integrity behavioural selection). These columns should generally be 
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those with no outputs but high levels of internal activity. An all-to-all competition 
is required to determine the identity of those columns, which in connectivity terms 
is most efficiently performed by a central resource manager as discussed earlier. 
However, if this simple competition is biased in favor of groups of columns that 
have recorded conditions at the same time in the past, the chance of identifying a 
consistent group with minimum dilution of behavioral meanings is improved. 

The requirement is therefore to perform a competition between different groups 
of cortical columns on the basis of current activity within the group and the degree 
to which the group has tended to record conditions at the same time in the past. 
Any one column could of course appear in multiple such groups. The competition 
determines the identity of groups of columns to record conditions at each point in 
time, and a translation back into condition recording management signals directed 
to the pyramidal neurons in individual columns that appear in many of the selected 
groups is then required.  

Computer simulations have been performed using three layer columns, a very 
simple pyramidal neuron model with binary inputs and binary outputs, and a 
learning algorithm in which receptive fields expand but do not contract. These 
simulations demonstrate that a set of columns employing a competitive process 
based on middle layer activity can self organize to discriminate between input 
states with behaviourally different implications [Gedeon et al 1999; Coward 2001; 
Ratnayake et al 2003]. Such self organized columns can be used in combination 
with a simple basal ganglia model to learn high integrity behaviour selections that 
are resistant to interference between prior and later learning [Coward et al 2004]. 

Physiological operations supporting memory functions 

This resource manager model can be understood in more detail by considera-
tion of the major physiological connectivity routes as illustrated in figures 6 and 7. 
In the model, as in figure 6, information on the internal activity of cortical col-
umns (i.e. activity of pyramidal neurons in an appropriate middle layer) is com-
municated to the parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices. Conditions pro-
grammed on pyramidal neurons within these cortices are inputs from sets of 
cortical columns that recorded conditions at the same time in the past, and the re-
ceptive fields of columns in these parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices are 
therefore groups of cortical columns that have often recorded information in the 
past at the same time. These groups will generally be limited to columns within 
one cortical area. Outputs from these parahippocampal and perirhinal columns 
target the cortical columns providing their inputs, and constitute the management 
inputs that excite condition recording to those columns. These outputs are gener-
ally not activated without inputs derived from the hippocampus via the entorhinal 
cortex.  

Outputs from another layer of parahippocampal and perirhinal columns target 
the entorhinal cortex. In the entorhinal cortex, columnar receptive fields resulting 
from these parahippocampal and perirhinal inputs are groups of groups of cortical 
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columns that have recorded information at the same time in the past. These groups 
of groups will generally include columns in multiple cortical areas. Entorhinal co-
lumnar outputs from one layer target the parahippocampal and perirhinal columns 
providing their inputs, and constitute the management inputs that excite condition 
recording in those columns. These outputs are not activated without inputs derived 
ultimately from the hippocampal formation. Entorhinal outputs from another layer 
are provided to all of the components of the hippocampal formation.  

A high level of entorhinal input to the hippocampal formation thus reveals a 
strong activation of cortical columns in response to the current input state without 
any changes to receptive fields, indicating that the state is relatively familiar and a 
low level of condition recording is appropriate. Conversely, a low level of en-
torhinal input indicates a novel situation, requiring a high level of condition re-
cording in order to activate enough columns to achieve an adequate range of be-
havioural recommendations. Note that for a given sensory input state there could 
be both familiar and novel aspects: for example individual sensory objects could 
be familiar but their spatial arrangement could be novel. The activity of the en-
torhinal cortex would carry all this information. A competition occurs within the 
hippocampal formation to determine the groups of columns most appropriate for 
recording information, and the hippocampal output structure (the subicular com-
plex) begins the conversion of the outputs of this competitive process into signals 
that can drive recording. This conversion process continues back through the cor-
tices associated with the hippocampus to the sensory, association and motor corti-
ces.  

The competition process can be understood by consideration of the physiologi-
cal connectivity illustrated in figure 7. Input from the entorhinal cortex comes into 
granule cells in the DG. These cells detect conditions that indicate activity of 
groups of groups of groups of cortical columns. Dentate gyrus granule cells do not 
have condition recording management inputs, and their receptive fields therefore 
develop without the benefit of the management process. As a result, these recep-
tive fields will be relatively poorly focussed on groups of entorhinal cortex col-
umns that tend to be active at similar times.  

DG granule cells have two types of target in area CA3. Firstly, they directly 
excite specific structures (thorny excrescences) on the dendrites of those CA3 
pyramidals that have similar receptive fields to the source granule cells. These 
structures define provisional conditions on the CA3 pyramidals that are combina-
tions of entorhinal inputs, and the DG inputs are functionally the inputs that excite 
condition recording. Secondly, they excite CA3 interneurons that in turn inhibit a 
wider range of CA3 pyramidals that have different receptive fields from the source 
granule cells. CA3 pyramidal neurons also have large numbers of excitatory inputs 
from other CA3 pyramidals. CA3 pyramidal outputs target granule cells in the 
DG, and also CA1 pyramidal neurons.  

If there is strong input from the entorhinal cortex, the implication is that the in-
put situation is familiar and little information recording is required. In this situa-
tion, granule cells will be strongly excited, generating strong CA3 interneuron ac-
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tivity, which will prevent significant CA3 pyramidal activity. If entorhinal cortex 
input is weak, there will be relatively weak activity by granule cells, and weak ac-
tivity of CA3 interneurons. Initial CA3 pyramidal activity is driven by inputs from 
the entorhinal cortex and indicates detection of the activity of groups of groups of 
groups of cortical columns. Direct input from granule cells triggers recording of 
additional conditions. Feedback from other CA3 pyramidals biases activity in fa-
vour of groups of groups of groups that recorded information at the same time in 
the past. The effect is to activate a population of CA3 pyramidals corresponding 
with a set of groups of groups of groups of cortical columns that have all tended to 
record information at the same time in the past. Condition recording on the CA3 
pyramidals will slightly expand their receptive fields to include groups about to 
record information at the same time. As CA3 pyramidal activity increases as a re-
sult of condition recording, feedback to DG granule cells via mossy cells in-
creases, and the resultant increased activity of the granule cells increases the inhi-
bition back into CA3 and limits the buildup of CA3 activity. The larger the input 
from the entorhinal cortex, the smaller the total CA3 activity. In other words, CA3 
activity will be proportional to the degree of novelty in the current input state. 

CA1 pyramidals receive inputs from the entorhinal cortex and detect conditions 
that indicate activity of groups of groups of groups of cortical columns. The use of 
condition recording management inputs derived from DG granule cells means that 
CA3 pyramidal neurons will have receptive fields more sharply focussed than DG 
granule cells on groups of columns that tend to have recorded information at simi-
lar times in the past. Outputs from CA3 pyramidals target CA1 pyramidals with 
similar receptive fields (i.e. that have often been active in the past at the same 
time), and both directly excite those pyramidals and form their condition recording 
management inputs. CA1 pyramidals thus take the results of the CA3-DG com-
petitive process and generate stable outputs that drive receptive field expansions 
throughout the cortex. Because CA1 pyramidals have condition recording man-
agement inputs derived from CA3 pyramidals with more focussed receptive fields 
that DG granule cells, the receptive fields of CA1 pyramidals will be even more 
sharply focussed on groups of columns that recorded information at the same time 
in the past than the CA3 pyramidals. 

Thus the staged use of management signals means that neuron receptive fields 
become more and more sharply focussed on groups of columns that have tended to 
record information at similar times in the past, going from the very weakly fo-
cussed DG granule cells to the somewhat more sharply focussed CA3 pyramidals 
and then to the sharply focussed CA1 pyramidals.  The CA1 pyramidals are there-
fore the most appropriate for driving current condition recording. 

CA1 outputs will not occur without appropriate inputs from the anterior thala-
mus, and these inputs from the anterior thalamus will be triggered by inputs to the 
anterior thalamus from CA3 and perhaps other hippocampal structures indicating 
the completion of the competition. 

The first step in this condition recording process is that CA1 outputs target the 
columns in the entorhinal cortex from which they derive their inputs. The entorhi-
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nal columns that occur most frequently in the inputs to the active CA1 pyramidals 
therefore receive strong inputs encouraging condition recording. These strong in-
puts trigger both condition recording and the generation of outputs from the en-
torhinal columns. The outputs are targetted on the perirhinal and parahippocampal 
columns that occur most frequently in the inputs to the active entorhinal cortex 
columns. A similar process results in condition recording in, and output generation 
from, the most heavily targetted perirhinal and parahippocampal columns. In turn, 
condition recording and output occurs in the cortical columns that occur most fre-
quently in the inputs to the active perirhinal and parahippocampal columns. 

This process results in columns in the parahippocampal and perirhinal cortices 
expanding their receptive fields to include the new groups of cortical columns 
about to record information at the same time. Columns in the entorhinal cortex add 
new groups of groups of columns. Pyramidal cells in CA3 add conditions that are 
groups of groups of groups of columns that record information at the same time, 
but these conditions also include information on other groups of groups of groups 
that recorded information at the same time in the past and are also currently ap-
propriate for such recording. CA1 pyramidals add conditions that are groups of 
groups of groups of columns that record information at the same time.  

DG granule cell outputs to encourage condition recording target CA3 pyrami-
dals with similar receptive fields, and CA3 pyramidals target CA1 pyramidals 
with similar receptive fields. This targetting and receptive field similarity can be 
achieved to an adequate degree of approximation by biasing the creation of the 
condition recording connectivity in favour of connectivity between cells that are 
very frequently active at the same time. A group of entorhinal inputs that forms a 
provisional condition will be made up of inputs from neurons that have often re-
corded information at the same time in the past.  

The entire information recording process occurs over a period during which the 
neocortical columns must be receiving a consistent set of sensory inputs (i.e. de-
rived from a stable sensory input defined by the attention function). Time is re-
quired for flow of information to the hippocampus and back to the cortex, and 
time must be available to achieve the several repetitions of conditions required to 
create a long term LTP-supported condition recording. The implication is that 
memories cannot be created for visual experiences lasting less than about 100 mil-
liseconds. The memory is fully defined in information terms at the end of the few 
hundred millisecond period. There may be chemical processes required to con-
solidate the memory [Tronson and Taylor, 2007], but the information content of 
the memory is not significantly changed or relocated. 

Management of action potential timing is an important factor for the operation 
of the hippocampus. Coward [2004; 2005a] has proposed that action potentials 
generated by sensory inputs derived from the focus of attention are temporally 
bunched around peaks in a modulation signal corresponding with the gamma band 
in the EEG. This bunching means that conditions will be detected in sensory in-
puts derived from the attention focus but not in sensory inputs not derived from 
that focus and therefore not bunched. In order for the LTP mechanism to operate 
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effectively, signals from the hippocampal system must arrive at neocortical col-
umns in phase with the modulation signal. Lisman [2001] has proposed a model in 
which interactions between gamma and theta band oscillations can link memories 
of a sequence of events, and some version of this approach is required in the re-
source manager model.  

Inputs from the neocortex arrive at pyramidals in layer II of the entorhinal cor-
tex. Outputs to the hippocampal formation are derived primarily from the same 
layer. The primary outputs from the hippocampal formation are derived from CA1 
and pass through the subicular complex to pyramidals in layer V/VI of entorhinal 
columns. These layer V/VI pyramidals generate the outputs to the neocortex.  

The amygdala generates outputs indicating that a higher level of condition re-
cording is justified because of "emotional" circumstances. These outputs target the 
subicular complex and layer III of the entorhinal cortex, and have the effect of in-
creasing the level of output to neocortical columns selected for condition record-
ing. This increase is limited to such columns within specific cortical areas record-
ing complex associative conditions more likely to be useful in the future that 
simpler sensory conditions. 

The hypothalamus acts on the hippocampus to bias the competition in favour of 
certain cortical areas that tend to result in behavioural recommendations of par-
ticular types. Outputs from the hypothalamus (supramammillary area) therefore 
influence the actual competition process by targetting the dentate gyrus, and in-
crease the degree of recording in the target areas by targetting CA1 pyramidals. 
The role of the CA2 field is to receive inputs from the supramammillary area re-
flecting a selection of a general behavioral type to receive priority. CA2 then bi-
ases the CA1 selections in favor of cortical areas that tend to generate recommen-
dations of the selected behavioral type. Feedback on the degree of current output 
from the subicular complex to the mammillary bodies regulates the degree of total 
output. It is also important to note that one source of information that the hypo-
thalamus can use to select appropriate behavioural priorities is the relative degree 
of activity in different cortical areas. This information is therefore provided to the 
mammillary bodies over the fornix. 

The thalamus in general gates the flow of information between different corti-
cal areas. These information flows ultimately result in behaviours, and the thala-
mus uses reward feedback following behaviours to modulate the probability of 
similar information flows in the future. The anterior thalamus therefore excites the 
structures generating condition recording outputs (CA1, the subicular complex and 
layer V/VI of the entorhinal cortex) to different cortical areas. The type of behav-
iour currently favoured is relevant to the selection of information flows, and there 
is therefore connectivity from the mammillary bodies to the anterior thalamus. 

An input state that is sufficiently novel at the sensory level will require infor-
mation recording in the relevant primary sensory cortex, and recording in other ar-
eas is not an alternative (although it may well occur in addition). Hence decisions 
on information recording in primary sensory areas could be made locally without 
reference to the central resource manager, because connectivity to support such 
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local decisions would not be excessive. This would account for the exclusion of 
the primary sensory areas from the cortical regions providing input into the hippo-
campal system (figure 7). 

Creation of connectivity 

At a number of points in the description of the resource manager, the existence 
of appropriate connectivity has been implicitly assumed. One key requirement is 
for connectivity to support provisional conditions. Recorded conditions must be 
similar to other conditions already recorded on the same neuron, where "similar" 
means that they share inputs with and/or occur at the same time as previously re-
corded conditions. Inputs to provisional conditions could be selected randomly 
from the same sources as existing conditions, but this approach risks wasting a 
high proportion of connectivity and including irrelevant inputs that happened to be 
active at the time of recording but are rarely active at the same time as the other 
inputs. However, information about past temporally correlated activity can be used 
to improve the probability of creating useful conditions [Coward 1990; 2000]. 

For example, suppose that the cortex and hippocampal system were submitted 
to an internally generated activation that was a weighted average of past condition 
recording activity with a bias in favour of more recent activity. Then suppose that 
new dendrite arms accepted inputs from groups of axons in their neighbourhood, 
provided that those axons tended to be active at the same time. Such provisional 
conditions would have a significantly higher probability of generating useful regu-
lar conditions. Simulations have demonstrated that this type of approach reduces 
the required connectivity in cortical models using simple binary input and output 
neurons by about 20% [Coward 2000]. Coward [1990] proposed that one role of 
sleep is to support the creation of provisional connectivity, with REM sleep pro-
viding the weighted average rerun of past activity required to identify the most 
appropriate connectivity. In this proposal, unlike consolidation models [Squire and 
Alvarez, 1995], there are no changes to past memories. The effect of REM sleep is 
to create connectivity that is as appropriate as possible for recording information 
in the future, using a weighted average of past experience as the best available es-
timate for future experience. The averaged rerun will be required both in the hip-
pocampal system and throughout the neocortex to support configuration of provi-
sional conditions.  

Similarity of receptive fields of two neurons means that the two neurons will 
have a high tendency to be active at the same time over an average of past experi-
ence. The rerun can therefore be used to support creation of the required appropri-
ate connectivity between granule cells and CA3 pyramidals, between CA3 pyra-
midals and granule cells, and between CA3 pyramidals and CA1 pyramidals on 
the basis of receptive field similarity. Furthermore, the creation of appropriate 
connectivity between CA3 interneurons and CA3 pyramidals can be managed on 
the basis of low tendency to simultaneous activity of the CA3 pyramidal and the 
granule cells providing inputs to the interneuron. 
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Because the receptive fields of hippocampal neurons contain information on 
groups of columns that have recorded information at the same time in the past, the 
system is the appropriate place to drive the rerun activity both within the hippo-
campal system and throughout the neocortex 

Access to memories: episodic memory 

As discussed earlier, episodic memory depends upon indirect activation of neo-
cortical columns on the basis of simultaneous past receptive field expansions. Ac-
tivation on this basis generates an overall active column population that approxi-
mates to the one active during the experience that is being recalled. The 
hippocampal system preserves information on such past simultaneous information 
recording, and it therefore contains the information needed to drive access to epi-
sodic memories.  

Pyramidal neurons in the parahippocampal, perirhinal and entorhinal cortices, 
and in CA1 and CA3 all contain information on columns that recorded informa-
tion at the same time in the past, as do granule cells in the dentate gyrus. However, 
CA1 pyramidal cells are the primary driving force for information recording, and 
use of these cells for access to episodic memories risks recording of irrelevant in-
formation. 

The mechanism for accessing an episodic memory is a sequence of steps. 
Firstly, an initial neocortical column population is activated by, for example, hear-
ing trigger words. The columns in this population have recommendation strengths 
in favour of indirect activation of other columns on the basis of simultaneous past 
condition recording. These recommendation strengths are instantiated by connec-
tion weights of column outputs into components of the thalamus and basal ganglia 
that correspond with the behaviour type. Such recommendation weights are set 
relatively high at the moment that simultaneous recording occurs, and decay with 
time. Use of the recommendation strengths, particularly if followed by positive 
reward feedback, blocks the decay and even increases the weights. 

The same columns have many other types of recommendation strengths, and 
the second step is a competition within the thalamus and basal ganglia between the 
different types of behaviour. If indirect activation on the basis of past simultane-
ous information recording is the selected behaviour, the third step is that outputs 
from this neocortical population are released by the thalamus to drive activation of 
pyramidal neurons in the parahippocampal, perirhinal and entorhinal cortices and 
CA3, and granule cells in the dentate gyrus. All of the activated neurons in these 
structures contain significant numbers of conditions made up inputs from different 
currently active neocortical columns. The activated neurons therefore correspond 
with groups and groups of groups of neocortical columns that recorded informa-
tion at the same time as the currently active group of columns. Fourthly, activity in 
CA1 does not reach a level resulting in strong output to drive information record-
ing because of lack of input from the thalamus. This lack of input is the result of 
reward feedback in similar past circumstances in which episodic memory has been 
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encouraged. However, there could be a small degree of output, which would result 
in the ability to remember recalling the memory. Fifthly, hippocampal system ac-
tivity drives activation of neocortical columns by feedback connectivity that tar-
gets pyramidal neurons in the columns from which the hippocampal system struc-
tures received input. This release will again be a behaviour managed by the 
thalamus. However, this feedback connectivity does not target provisional condi-
tions, but the soma, basal dendrites or proximal apical dendrite of target pyramidal 
neurons, in the output layer of the neocortical columns. Sixthly, neocortical col-
umns receiving substantial hippocampal system input of this type produce outputs. 
This secondary population of neocortical columns will tend to be made up of col-
umns that all recorded information in the past at the same time, seeded by the 
original trigger words. This activation approximates to the activation during the 
past experience. Seventhly, a second cycle of indirect activation through the hip-
pocampal system could increase the consistency of the population on this simulta-
neous recording basis, and therefore the degree to which the population corre-
sponds with that during the original experience. 

The receptive fields of pyramidal neurons in CA3 correspond with complex 
groups of groups of groups of neocortical columns from a wide range of cortical 
areas. Receptive fields in the entorhinal cortex correspond with somewhat less 
complex groups of groups, and columns in the perirhinal and parahippocampal 
cortices with even less complex groups from just one or a few cortical areas. The 
more complex the episodic memory to be accessed, the higher in the hippocampal 
hierarchy will be the regions that must participate. For example, retrieving an epi-
sodic memory of a complex event but including detailed sensory imagery would 
be expected to require participation of CA3.  

Recall of a memory sequence requires activations on the basis of information 
recording slightly after past information recording in a currently active column 
population. Management of such activations requires dynamical processes similar 
to those described in Lisman [2001]. 

Access to memories: semantic memory 

As discussed earlier, semantic memory requires indirect activation of neocorti-
cal columns on the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity, without any re-
quirement for information recording. Thus the ability to access the word "Paris" 
from an activation generated in response to "What is the capital of France?" is 
based upon neocortical columns activated in response to hearing the question acti-
vating columns with recommendation strengths in favour of speaking the answer. 
These recommendation strengths are based upon frequent past simultaneous activ-
ity. When the statement "Paris is the capital of France is heard for the first time, 
there will be condition recording, and initially access to the response would be on 
the basis of simultaneous past recording. The degree of information recording will 
be much less in subsequent exposures to the information. Retrieval of the response 
on the basis of simultaneous past condition recording will be much less efficient 
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that retrieval on the basis of past simultaneous activity. However, if hippocampal 
system pyramidal neurons were also required to store information on past simulta-
neous activation without condition recording, the additional information would 
make identification of the locations for new recording less effective. 

Study of the deficits following local cortical damage indicates that the anterior 
temporal cortex is important for semantic memory [Rogers et al 2006], but func-
tional imaging of semantic memory tasks results in activation of a very wide range 
of different cortical areas [e.g. Thompson-Schill, 2003]. The anterior temporal 
cortex can therefore be interpreted as the location within which information on 
frequent past simultaneous activity of different cortical columns is stored. On this 
model, columns in the anterior temporal cortex will develop receptive fields corre-
sponding with groups of columns in other areas that are often active at the same 
time, with connectivity back to the same columns that can activate those columns 
without condition recording (i.e. targetting somas, basal dendrites or proximal api-
cal dendrites rather than provisional conditions in the distal apical dendrites). Re-
lease of outputs from the anterior temporal cortex to other cortical areas will of 
course be gated by the thalamus. Control of access to frequently retrieved episodic 
type memories could of course be shifted to the anterior temporal cortex. 

Creation of imaginary events 

Consider the process for imagining an event that has not actually taken place, 
such as a party with Albert Einstein as a guest. Trigger words such as party, guest, 
Albert Einstein result in a pseudovisual activation on the basis of frequent past ac-
tivity at the same time as the auditory columns directly activated by hearing the 
words. The effect is creation of a population of columns that would be activated if 
a party or if Albert Einstein were seen, although as discussed earlier the column 
activity close to sensory input would be weak and there would not be experience 
of a visual hallucination. However, although this population would be fairly strong 
at the object level of receptive field complexity (because parties and pictures of 
Albert Einstein have been seen in the past) it will also be weak at some of the 
more complex receptive field complexities level (because an event combining a 
party and Albert Einstein has not been seen in the past). A strong activation at this 
more complex level would correspond with a memory. CA1 then generates out-
puts resulting in condition recording that brings the weak neocortical activation up 
to the minimum level.  

The process can be viewed as generation of an active cortical column popula-
tion as though the imaginary scene was being perceived, using the same resources 
as would be used for recalling an actual memory, with slight expansions of recep-
tive fields as required. This model predicts that the cortical resources used to 
imagine events are the same as those used for remembering similar events, as ob-
served by Addis et al [2007]. It also predicts that, because of the loss of the ability 
to record new conditions, patients with hippocampal amnesia will not be able to 
imagine new experiences, as observed by Hassabis et al [2007]. The resource 
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manager model predicts that area CA1 should be more active during imagination 
of events than during recollection of past events. 

Novelty detection 

The degree of novelty in a visual experience will be indicated by the magnitude 
of input to and output from the part of the hippocampal system that manages in-
formation flows with the higher visual cortices. Hence activity in that interface 
will indicate the degree of novelty in a visual experience.  

 

Evidence for Hippocampal System Model 

Cognitive deficits following hippocampal system damage 

Physical damage to the resource manager function as described would result in 
loss of the ability to select the neocortical columns in which new information is 
recorded and to drive that condition recording. Because all existing columns and 
their associated recommendation strengths are preserved, there is minimal disrup-
tion to most other cognitive capabilities. However, because the hippocampal sys-
tem acquires information identifying groups of columns that recorded conditions 
at the same time in the past in the course of its resource management role, and is 
therefore the natural source for information to guide indirect activations of cortical 
columns on that basis, there will therefore some loss of episodic memory through 
inability to access the information. Information to identify groups of columns on 
the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity or recent simultaneous activity 
must be collected to support semantic memory and priming. Use of the resource 
manager to collect such information would interfere with its primary role. Other 
cortical structures must therefore collect such information, and damage to the re-
source manager will not affect these types of memory. All existing neocortical 
columns and their associated recommendation weights into the thalamus and basal 
ganglia are unaffected by damage to the hippocampal system. Hence all previ-
ously learned physical and cognitive skills are unaffected. Recommendation 
weights of existing columns could still be changed by reward feedback. Hence if a 
skill could be acquired without changes to column receptive skills, learning of 
such a simple skill could proceed despite hippocampal damage. Even relatively 
complex skills might be acquired using a population of columns with fixed recep-
tive fields, if past experience had accidentally provided even a suboptimal dis-
crimination and enough repetition of the tasks occurred to establish appropriate 
recommendation weights. The model therefore provides a straightforward account 
for the striking combination of cognitive symptoms associated with damage to the 
hippocampal system. 
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Correspondence with observed physical connectivity 

As demonstrated by the description of the detailed model, the resource manager 
provides a functional account for all of the major connectivity paths observed 
within the hippocampal system and between the hippocampal system and other 
brain structures. In particular, it provides functional reasons for the memory defi-
cits observed as a result of amygdala, hypothalamus and thalamus damage. 

Differential effects of damage to subregions 

Each pyramidal neuron in CA3, CA1, and the associated cortices preserves in-
formation identifying groups of cortical columns that have recorded conditions at 
the same time. The number of columns in the groups decreases from CA3 and 
CA1 to the entorhinal cortices and decreases further in the parahippocampal and 
perirhinal cortices. This information is needed for indirect activations in support of 
episodic memory. However, because outputs from CA1 drive condition recording, 
the use of CA1 for such a purpose could result in inappropriate condition record-
ing.  

Consistent with this understanding, in human subjects damage to CA1 alone 
generates anterograde amnesia but little if any retrograde amnesia, and no signs of 
significant cognitive impairment other than this loss of memory (e.g. patients RB 
[Zola-Morgan et al 1986] and GD [Rempel-Clower et al, 1996]). When damage 
extends to other hippocampal formation structures, retrograde amnesia becomes 
significant in addition to anterograde amnesia (e.g. patients LM and WH [Rempel-
Clower et al, 1996], patient HM [Corkin et al, 1997]).  

In the resource management model, information derived from sensory experi-
ences is recorded immediately in columns in the neocortex, and subsequent dam-
age to the hippocampal system will not affect the information. The only effect of 
such damage will be on the capability to access such information on the basis of 
past temporally correlated information recording. If the basis for activation shifts 
over time towards temporally correlated activity, access will become more and 
more independent of the hippocampal system. For example, when a word is first 
learned, there will be information recording in auditory columns activated in re-
sponse to hearing the word, and in visual columns activated in response to the ob-
ject or concept of the word. The capability to understand the word depends upon 
the recorded information and in the short term, actual understanding of the word 
exist because the auditory columns indirectly activate the visual columns on the 
basis of simultaneous past information recording, utilizing information from the 
hippocampal system. After a number of occasions on which the word has been 
understood in this way, the auditory columns will acquire the ability to activate the 
visual columns on the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity, supported by 
connectivity paths within the neocortex and independent of the hippocampal sys-
tem. To the degree to which this has occurred, access to the information would be 
expected to result in the most severe retrograde amnesia for episodic memories, 
less for personal semantic memories and semantic memories of public events and 
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persons, and least for general semantic memory. This graduation is consistent with 
the observed amnesias [Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997]. 

An autobiographical memory is the record of complex, unique events. The link 
between the information active at the time of the event will therefore be tempo-
rally correlated information recording across a complex population of cortical col-
umns, and there is no reason for these columns to be frequently active at the same 
time. At the other extreme, a new word is the record of a relatively simple link be-
tween auditory columns and visual columns and the columns are active at the 
same time each time the word is used. A shift to information access on the basis of 
frequent past simultaneous activity is likely to be rapid. The association between 
the names and faces of public individuals, and personal semantic facts represent 
an intermediate state. The observed graduation in retrograde amnesia with hippo-
campal system damage from most severe for autobiographic to negligible for word 
knowledge is as expected by the model. An exception could be if a particular 
memory were very frequently described. In such a case, frequent repetition could 
result in some ability to access the memory independent of the hippocampal sys-
tem on the basis of frequent past simultaneous activity. 

Regular autobiographical memory does not become independent of the hippo-
campal system. In the experiments of Rekkas and Todd Constable [2005], the ac-
tivation of the hippocampal formation was observed during retrieval of both recent 
and remote autobiographical memories, and activity was greater for remote 
memories. In these experiments, the research design stressed depth of recall and 
encouraged visualization of details. Thus subjects were asked "Can you recall a 
specific high school teacher?" or "Can you recall the school yard of your elemen-
tary school?" but it was stressed to participants that the questions were meant to 
cue an actual episode, such as "The time the English teacher brought in a record-
ing of Hamlet and made us listen" rather than a series of facts (like the name of the 
teacher). Follow-up questions like "Do you recall a time when you were playing in 
a specific area of the school yard?" This design aimed to exclude facts recall and 
recall of highly salient emotional events (e.g. weddings, graduations, loss of a pet) 
that may be more common in autobiographic self reports. 

Hippocampal system and navigation 

In the resource management model, CA1 pyramidal neurons correspond with 
groups of neocortex columns that have frequently recorded information at the 
same time in the past. CA3 pyramidals also correspond with such groups, but have 
interconnectivity with many other CA3 pyramidals corresponding with groups that 
have recorded information at the same time in the past, but somewhat less fre-
quently. The entorhinal cortex brings together the inputs from such groups and 
provides inputs indicating the activity in the groups to the hippocampal formation. 
The entorhinal cortex also receives outputs from the hippocampal formation and 
translates them back into outputs directed to the individual columns to drive in-
formation recording. Hence a mapping between groups of cortical columns that 
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have recorded information at the same time and individual pyramidal neurons can 
be expected in CA1, CA3, and the entorhinal cortex.  

One situation in which recording of information at the same time can be ex-
pected is in navigation, where simultaneous recording across a specific population 
of cortical columns can be expected when in the same location. Pyramidal neuron 
"place cells" which are active when a rat is in a specific location have been ob-
served in CA1 and CA3 fields [Leutgeb et al 2004] and in the entorhinal cortex 
[Fyhn et al 2004], but not in the more peripheral areas of the hippocampal system 
[Fyhn et al 2004]. This distribution of place fields is as expected by the model. 

Furthermore, given that the role of CA3 is to focus CA1 on an optimal group of 
columns to record information at the same time, place fields developed in the ab-
sence of CA3 would be expected to be less sharp, as observed by Brun et al 
[2002]. Changes to the environment would be expected to result in greater 
changes to CA3 than CA1 place fields, as observed by Leutgeb et al [2005]. 

Damage to hypothalamus and amygdala 

In the model, the role of the hypothalamus is to influence current information 
recording in favor of current general behavioral priorities. Loss of this function 
would be expected to affect the ability to record information in the future, but to 
have no effect on access to past information on the basis of temporally correlated 
past recording. Consistent with this interpretation, damage strictly limited to the 
mammillary bodies (bilaterally) results in anterograde amnesia but minimal retro-
grade amnesia [Tanaka et al 1997]. The thalamus influences the level of hippo-
campal system outputs in general, and damage to the anterior thalamic nucleus can 
therefore result in both anterograde and retrograde amnesia as observed [Graff-
Radford et al 1990]. 

In the resource management model, the role of the amygdala in memory is to 
adjust the degree of hippocampal system driven information recording during 
emotional events in favor of cortical areas where the increased recording is likely 
to be useful in determining behavior in the future. Consistent with this role, it is 
found that emotional arousal biases the memory of the event in favor of the gist 
and reduces the memory for visual details, and that bilateral damage to the 
amygdala eliminates the bias [Canli et al, 2000; Adolphs et al, 2001; 2005]. Fur-
thermore, it is the interaction between the amygdala and the hippocampal system 
that correlates with the enhanced emotional memory [Dolcos et al, 2004]. 

It is also relevant that, as expected by the model, the effect of lesions to the 
mammillary bodies and anterior thalamic nuclei is to depress the operation of the 
hippocampal system. Thus the hippocampal system activity observed during 
memory encoding and retrieval tasks in normal subjects was not observed during 
attempted performance of the same tasks in a subject with such diencephalic le-
sions but no damage to the hippocampal system [Caulo et al 2005]. Similarly in 
the case of emotional memory it is a correlation of activity between the amygdala 
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and hippocampus that occurs during creation of stronger memories in emotional 
situations [Dolcos et al 2004]. 

Role of Sleep 

In the resource management model the role of sleep including REM sleep in 
declarative memory is radically different from that proposed in the consolidation 
model. In the latter model, the role is to rerun recent sensory experiences to expe-
dite the long-term registration of the memories of the experiences in the neocor-
tex. The rerun must presumably be fairly precise to achieve this function. One 
view is that rerun of very recent experience could occur during slow wave sleep, 
and rerun of more remote experience during REM sleep [Hoffman and McNaugh-
ton 2002]. 

In the resource management model, sleep including REM sleep addresses the 
problem that it would not be practical to create the physical connections required 
to support the recording of new information at the instant such recording was 
needed. Rather, provisional connectivity is created in advance, and information is 
recorded as the most appropriate subsets of this provisional connectivity. Sleep is 
the period in which provisional connectivity between pyramidal neurons that 
could be used to record new information in the next wake period is created. Such 
provisional connectivity would be established between the appropriate levels of 
condition complexity, but if it was otherwise completely random, a high degree of 
connectivity would be required to ensure that subsets existed that corresponded 
with useful information. Much of this connectivity would be wasted and could re-
sult in significant behaviorally confusing noise. If the connectivity can be biased 
in favor of connectivity somewhat more likely to be useful, significant resource 
advantages would follow. Past experience provides the only available guide to 
probable usefulness. Any past experience could be relevant, but recent experience 
will on average be a somewhat better guide than remote experience. The proposed 
role of sleep is to establish provisional connectivity, but with a bias in favor of 
connectivity between neurons that have often been active in the past at similar 
times, especially the recent past. Activating neurons in a manner that reflected past 
temporal correlations could impose such a bias, and the presence of information 
on such correlations in the hippocampal system would make that structure appro-
priate to drive such an activation pattern. This activation pattern would be experi-
enced as a partial, approximate rerun of past experience, with a bias in favor of the 
most recent [Coward 1990]. Simulations indicate that such a biasing process re-
duces the information recording resources required to achieve a given level of per-
formance for a relatively simple behavioral problem by about 20% [Coward 
2001].  

In the resource management model, as in the case of consolidation models, 
there would be a rerun of recent experience (perhaps in slow wave sleep) and 
more remote experience (in REM sleep). However, there would be no need for an 
exact rerun of past experience, only a reactivation that provides a reasonable ap-
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proximation to the temporal correlations between pyramidal neuron activities in 
the past. Elimination of REM sleep would not prevent learning, rather it would in-
crease the resources required for learning by some degree. 

Correlations between neuronal activity during waking and during the subse-
quent sleep period have been observed [Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996], and it 
can be argued that slow wave sleep reflects activity in recent waking experience 
and REM sleep more remote experience [Hoffman and McNaughton 2002]. How-
ever, although dreams include clearly recognizable waking elements, they do not 
reproduce real-life events [Fosse et al, 2003] as required by the consolidation 
models. This situation is, however, fully consistent with the resource management 
model. Consolidation models also have the problem that REM sleep deprivation 
appears to have relatively little effect on memory capabilities, and REM sleep can 
be substantially or completely suppressed (by various antidepressant drugs, or by 
bilateral damage to the pons) without apparent effect [Vertes and Eastman 2000]. 
In the resource management model, deprivation of REM sleep would be expected 
to increase the resources required for memory support to some degree, but would 
not qualitatively interfere with memory creation. 

In the resource management model, the averaged rerun of past experience 
would be required to configure appropriate provisional conditions on pyramidal 
neurons in the hippocampal system and throughout the neocortex, including the 
prefrontal cortex as observed by Euston et al [2007]. 

 

Comparisons with Other Models 

The central place occupied by the driving of neocortical receptive field expan-
sions in the resource manager model makes the model qualitatively different from 
the alternative models discussed earlier, and conceptually much simpler. However, 
there are some similarities between certain functions of the resource management 
model and parts of other models. Indexing theory [Teyler and DiScenna 1986] 
suggests that the hippocampal system maintains an index of the neocortical areas 
activated by each experienced event. In the resource manager model, records of 
past simultaneous information recording by different groups of columns are main-
tained, but not as an explicit index for each event. However, using the records for 
different groups of columns as described earlier can access memories of past 
events. Indexing theory does not make a clear distinction between events in which 
there is strong recording and events in which there is just simultaneous activity. 
Hence the support of semantic memory outside the hippocampal system is not ex-
plained.  

The multiple trace model [Nadel and Moscovitch 1997], like the resource man-
ager model, proposes that additional memory traces are created in subsequent, 
similar experiences, but provides no reasons why memory traces should initially 
be within the hippocampal system and subsequently in a separate structure such as 
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the anterior temporal cortex. The role of REM sleep is not explained in indexing 
theories. 

Consolidation models [Squire and Alvarez 1995] propose that memories are 
initially registered in the hippocampal system, and over a period of time trans-
ferred to other neocortical structures, perhaps to avoid interference between prior 
and later memories [McClelland, McNaughton and O'Reilly 1995]. Such transfers 
of complex information constructs between different physiological structures 
would be physiologically costly and implausible, and are not required by the re-
source manager model, in which neocortical information records are immediately 
created in their long term storage locations.  

Two component models attempt to account for the complex combination of 
memory deficits following hippocampal damage by arguing that the hippocampal 
system is actually two relatively independent subsystems. In the proposal of Gluck 
et al [2003], incremental learning is supported by representational transformations 
in the input regions to the hippocampus (especially the entorhinal cortex), and the 
storage and recall of previously processed representations supported by the CA3 
and CA1 regions. It is not clear how this synthesis can be compatible with the ob-
servation that cell loss strictly limited to the CA1 field within the hippocampal 
system could result in the observed combination of severe anterograde amnesia 
and little if any retrograde amnesia [Zola-Morgan et al 1986]. In this specific case, 
even the perforant path connectivity from the entorhinal cortex through CA1 to 
CA3 and the dentate gyrus was intact. In the resource manager model, CA1 is the 
driving force for information recording, but plays a minimal role in retrieval, con-
sistent with the Zola-Morgan et al observations. 

Eichenbaum et al [1994] propose a two component model in which the hippo-
campal system contributes only to declarative memories, and plays two orthogonal 
roles in such memories: the temporary maintenance of memories by the parahip-
pocampal region; and the processing of a particular type of relational memory rep-
resentations by the hippocampus itself. In this model, sensory information gener-
ates a representation in the neocortex that is very sensitive to replacement by 
subsequent sensory inputs, and can only be maintained as long as the level of in-
tervening interference is low. Activation of the parahippocampal region does not 
preserve the actual representation but creates a trace of the neocortical activation 
that is less sensitive to subsequent processing. Activation of the hippocampal 
formation processes comparisons between current and previous sensory input 
states. These comparisons require changes to connectivity within cortical areas, 
but the nature of these changes is not described in the model. Interactions between 
intermediate term storage in the parahippocampal region and relational processing 
in the hippocampus are fed back and forth for a significant period of time, 
contributing to the long-term consolidation of memories.  

The Zola-Morgan et al [1986] observations of severe anterograde amnesia for 
all types of declarative memory including simple recognition memory following 
CA1 damage is also inconsistent with the Eichenbaum et al [1994] two component 
model in which the role of the hippocampal formation is limited to declarative 
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memories with a strong relational content. The suggestion that the parahippocam-
pal region plays a role in maintaining neocortical activations that are otherwise 
very sensitive to replacement by subsequent sensory inputs does not appear to be 
consistent with observations that short term memory of up to several minutes does 
not appear to be affected by hippocampal damage [e.g. Scoville and Milner 1957], 
but the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex plays an important role in working memory, 
appearing to direct attention to internal representations of sensory stimuli and mo-
tor plans that are stored in more posterior regions [Curtis and D'Esposito, 2003]. 

Wallenstein and Eichenbaum [1998] have suggested that the primary role of the 
hippocampus is supporting creation of memories associating items that are discon-
tiguous in terms of their temporal and/or spatial positioning. In the resource man-
ager model, the primary role is driving receptive field expansion throughout the 
neocortex, which also results in support for memories of discontiguous events. 
The observations that object recognition memory is also affected by hippocampal 
damage [Broadbent et al 2004] is consistent with the resource manager model but 
demonstrates a hippocampal role beyond memory for discontiguous events.  

In addition to the functions of encoding, retrieval and consolidation proposed in 
various alternative models, some models emphasize subsidiary information proc-
esses. For example, Kesner and Hopkins [2006] argue that pattern separation, pat-
tern association and pattern completion are important hippocampal functions, 
where pattern separation is defined as the ability to encode and separate events in 
time and space, pattern association as the ability to form arbitrary associations be-
tween events and items, and pattern completion as the ability to retrieve complete 
information on the basis of partial or incomplete inputs.  

In the resource manager model, the hippocampal system selects an appropriate 
group of cortical columns to record information in response to a sensory input 
state, records the identities of different subgroups of the selected group that are 
(therefore) recording information at the same time, and uses these records both to 
better determine appropriate groups for future experiences and to activate groups 
that all recorded information at the same time in the past (i.e. to access episodic 
memories).  

Different aspects of the resource manager model can be interpreted as functions 
like those proposed by Kesner and Hopkins [2006]. For example, because the vis-
ual environment is relatively stable at a particular point in space, there is a group 
of columns that will tend to be activated when the subject is at that point. Novel 
events occurring at that point in space (including the first visit to the point) will 
tend to result in recording of information at the same time in a group of columns 
that includes the group corresponding with the point. Hippocampal neurons have 
receptive fields corresponding with groups of neocortical columns that recorded 
information at the same time in the past, and some such neurons will tend to corre-
spond with points in space. These neurons can be interpreted as performing pat-
tern separation. 

Because hippocampal neurons in the entorhinal cortex and hippocampal forma-
tion correspond with large, heterogeneous groups of neocortical columns, con-
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nected only because they have recorded information at the same time in the past, 
these neurons effectively perform pattern association across arbitrary associations 
(such as object location and object identity). The activity of these neurons can also 
be interpreted as pattern completion, because they can identify the larger group of 
neocortical columns that recorded information in the past at the same time as all of 
a smaller group. 

Although different components of the resource manager model could be inter-
preted as performing the various suggested information processes, the model as a 
whole has the advantages that it provides an integrated account of the hippocam-
pal system performing a single critical brain process (i.e. neocortical resource 
management) and a secondary process which can use the information already pre-
sent in the resource manager without interfering with that information (i.e. epi-
sodic memory) implemented by detailed connectivity paths and physiological 
processes consistent with those observed in the hippocampal system.  

 

Conclusions 

The proposed model of the hippocampal system as resource manager for the 
neocortex has a number of advantages over alternative models. Firstly it is con-
ceptually simpler, with one primary functional role accounting for all the subsys-
tems and observed behavioural functions. Secondly, it provides a straightforward 
account for the specific combination of deficits observed in patients with hippo-
campal damage. Thirdly, it provides an integrated account for the memory related 
deficits observed with damage to mammillary bodies, anterior thalamus, and 
amygdala. Fourthly, the major connectivity paths observed within the hippocam-
pal system and between the hippocampal system and other brain structures are as 
expected for the model. Fifthly, it indicates how the LTP mechanism supports the 
information processes required for memory. Sixthly, it provides a role for sleep in 
memory that has no issues with experiment. Seventhly, its role is consistent with 
theoretical constraints on the architectures of complex learning systems. 

In general, a major advantage of the model is that it makes it possible to de-
scribe the same memory phenomenon on four different levels of detail (neuron 
physiology; cortical column activity; interactions between major anatomical struc-
tures; and psychology), with mapping between different levels. This mapping be-
tween different levels of description is critical for scientific understanding [Cow-
ard and Sun 2007]. 
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